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ABSTRACT
Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are studied herein using observations and numerical
weather prediction models. Observations from the bow-echo and mesoscale convective vortex
experiment (BAMEX) were analyzed and compared with numerical simulations of MCSs that
use parameterized and explicit representations of convection. Unfortunately a direct com-
parison was not possible because the models used here could not reproduce observed MCS
structures. Thus we examined how model physical parameterizations influence representations
of convection in simulations using explicit and parameterized convection.
The analysis of observed vertical profiles of temperature and moisture from BAMEX re-
vealed spatio-temporal variability of temperature, moisture, and wind within MCSs. We hy-
pothesize that this was likely due to the spatio-temporal variability of microphysical processes
such as melting, sublimation and evaporation of hydrometeors. We found that vertical profiles
of wet bulb potential temperature implied that air from a variety of source regions merged to
form the environment underneath MCSs characterized by mesoscale unsaturated downdrafts.
The layered profiles may be a result of the spatio-temporal variability of microphysical, or
dynamical, or a combination of both processes.
A model analysis of 2D idealized MCS structure and propagation using a convective pa-
rameterization scheme (CPS) was performed. The main findings indicated that the lack of
an evolving temperature and moisture adjustment impeded the development of grid-resolved
mesoscale circulations including the major flow branches of MCSs and the development of the
cold pool. Furthermore, sounding structures produced by the model lacked the microphysical
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effects such as melting and evaporation which characterize the stratiform rain region. We found
that gravity waves were mostly responsible for initiating and sustaining parameterized convec-
tion. Sensitivity tests revealed that the depth of cold pool and heating rates controlled the
propagation speeds of parameterized convection. Furthermore, scheme modifications proved
insufficient to significantly alter propagation speeds relative to the control simulation.
The Weather Research and Forecast model was used to examine the planetary boundary
layer (PBL) scheme dependence on convective initiation using an explicit (near cloud resolving)
and implicit (parameterized) convection approach. Initiation and propagation of the simulated
convection were compared and contrasted. Systematic warm biases of virtual potential temper-
ature and stronger vertical velocity were present when comparing the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic
(MYJ) and Yonsei University (YSU) PBL schemes. These biases led to different convective
initiation and organization of the MCS. The vertical velocity bias was reduced when using a
CPS but the temperature and moisture bias was still present and of the same magnitude as
the explicit simulations. The simulations using a CPS initiated convection early relative to
the explicit simulations while subsequent initiation was perpendicular to frontal boundaries,
mimicking propagation. The explicit simulations of MCSs were dependent upon PBL scheme
design with the MYJ scheme producing realistic mesoscale vortices along the broken gust front.
The YSU gust front was very uniform in terms of vorticity and convergence and, consequently,
longer lived leading to long lived MCSs.
We conclude that comparison between numerical simulations and observations requires
resolution on the order of hundreds of meters to account for the observed spatio-temporal vari-
ability of temperature and moisture. Only recently has this been achieved in idealized modeling
of MCSs and thus appears as a distant goal. However the fine scale simulations performed
here will suffice for operational numerical weather prediction if the results shown here apply to
other cases. In the mean time, it appears reasonable to improve convective parameterization
for regional and global climate models given the new set of “within convection” observations.
1CHAPTER 1. Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Mesoscale convective systems (MCS) account for 30-70% of the warm season rainfall in the
midwestern United States. Fritsch and Carbone (2004) note that despite steady improvement
in quantative precipitation forecasts (QPF) there is very low skill during the warm season
(summer minima in skill are one quarter of the winter skill). They attribute the lack in forecast
skill to failure in simulating deep, moist convection which needs to be better represented in
numerical weather prediction models. Anderson and Arritt (1998) showed that from late March
to mid September 1993 72 MCSs occurred. The about average frequency and spatial locations
of MCSs from July 1992 to August 1993 culminated in the flooding of the central plains. The
regular occurrence of such systems implies that accurate prediction in numerical models can
have substantial positive impacts on increasing the skill of QPF.
Even though MCSs have well known structures and dynamics they remain difficult to fore-
cast. The difficulty in forecasting MCSs comes from inadequate horizontal resolution, simplified
physical parameterizations, and coarse initial, lateral, and land surface boundary conditions.
State of the art mesoscale models (in particular the Weather Research and Forecasting model)
are able to resolve features greater than or equal to 7∆x1, where ∆x is the grid spacing (Ska-
marock 2004). Since most operational forecast centers are using grid spacing of 12 km or
greater, a convective parameterization scheme (CPS) is required to remove conditional insta-
1This is the result of the scale selective diffusion in the advection scheme.
2bility (Molinari and Dudek 1992). This requirement stems from the inability of the model
to release conditional instability in a timely fashion. The slow response results in grid point
storms since once the grid saturates conditional instability is realized. Research results from
Fritsch and Chappell (1980), Zhang and Fritsch (1986), Zhang et al. (1989), and Kain and
Fritsch (1992) have shown that a coarse grid spacing CPS can produce realistic simulations of
MCSs that are consistent with observations.
Recent simulations of MCSs using the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF; Skamarock
et al. 2005) model and the operational ETA model did not reproduce the nocturnal maximum
in rainfall frequency (Davis et al. 2003). This failure occurred due to the lack of propagating
nocturnal parameterized convection even though it appears that observed propagating noctur-
nal convection has inherent predictability over multiple diurnal cycles (Carbone et al. 2002).
Given the failure to simulate propagating nocturnal convection, many have turned to using
a fine grid spacing to eliminate the need for a CPS. Trier et al. (2006), Done et al. (2004),
and Weisman et al. (1997) have shown that realistic real-data simulations of MCSs can be
performed using 4 km grid spacing.
Improved prediction of MCSs has benefits beyond short term forecasts. Global and regional
climate models still require grid spacing greater than cloud resolving and will for the foreseeable
future. Anderson et al. (2007) used a regional climate model to show that an improved CPS
resulted in improved simulations of MCSs and thus improved nocturnal maximum in rainfall
frequency during the floods of 1993 in the Mississippi River basin. Future assessments of
global change in regional and global climate models rely on CPSs to generate the sub-grid
precipitation features that may accompany changes in MCS frequency of occurrence.
The goal of this dissertation is to explore observations of MCSs and investigate why the
models that use a CPS have difficulty simulating MCSs. We address the skill and performance
of both fine and coarse grid spacing simulations of an MCS case. In this way we document
shortcomings in physical parameterizations that will help explain why coarse grid spacing
3models have difficulty simulating MCSs and identify the strengths and weaknesses of fine grid
spacing simulations of MCSs. We examine the following issues:
1. Observed vertical profiles of temperature, moisture, and wind within MCSs have been rela-
tively rare with the exception of two field programs. We take advantage of the unprecedented
coverage of dropsonde observations within MCSs to examine the spatio-temporal variability of
temperature, moisture and winds within MCSs. We examine some issues recently raised by
Bryan et al. (2005) about the vertical structure of cold pools in this unique data set.
2. Davis et al. (2003) found that propagating convection was absent in models using a con-
vective parameterization. They blamed the absence of propagating convection on the lack of
realistic cold pools when using a CPS. We address this issue by simulating MCSs in a horizon-
tally homogeneous environment using a CPS, so that only the CPS (and changes to he CPS)
directly influenced the MCS structure and propagation. The results are then compared with
the findings of Davis et al. (2003). We hypothesize that the depth of the cold pool plays an
important part in determining MCS propagation and that CPS cold pools are too shallow to
produce realistic MCS structures.
3. Done et al. (2004) and Davis et al. (2006) noted a distinct tendency for MCSs to be too long
lived with convective initiation later relative to observations. We speculate that this has to do
with the particular physical parameterizations used in the Weather Research and Forecasting
model.
1.2 Dissertation organization
This dissertation contains three journal papers. The first paper, Observed mesoscale
convective system characteristics during BAMEX, uses dropsonde data to describe the
spatio-temporal variability of temperature, moisture and wind within MCSs. The second paper,
Idealized Mesoscale Convective System structure and propagation using convective
4parameterization, tests two CPSs to understand how parameterized convection propagates
and the factors within the CPS that affect propagation. The third paper, Boundary layer
development in parameterized and explicit simulations to the initiation of deep
convection, uses coarse and fine grid spacing simulations to examine the development of the
planetary boundary layer and its affect on convective initiation and evolution. This dissertation
is organized into five parts: General introduction, BAMEX observations, 2D simulations using
the KF class of CPSs, PBL scheme dependence on convective initiation, and general conclusion.
These papers are in the process of being submitted for publication in Monthly Weather Review,
and Weather and Forecasting.
1.3 Literature review
1.3.1 Mesoscale Convective Systems
The American Meteorological Society glossary defines a MCS as a collection of thunder-
storms with a horizontal scale of O[100 km] which produces a contiguous area of precipitation
generated by deep, moist convective overturning as part of a mesoscale vertical circulation.
Upscale growth is the result of the establishment of a mesoscale vertical circulation in which
inflowing air ascends over the low level pool of evaporatively cooled air or gust front and con-
tinues to the rear of the system in a storm-relative framework. The development of the front to
rear branch transports hydrometeors rearward, which builds the mesoscale cloud shield. The
establishment of this circulation contributes to the development of a rear to front flow branch
via the formation of a mid-level low pressure area. The mid-level low pressure area develops
due to (i) mid-level convergence, (ii) the positive buoyancy of the mid to upper level cloud,
(iii) and the reduced Rossby radius of deformation because of saturation (Houze 2004). The
maintenance (positive feedback) and longevity (impact of the Coriolis force) of the mid-level
low pressure area can produce a mesoscale convective vortex (MCV).
5The rear to front current can be accelerated to produce a rear inflow jet which can descend to
the ground. A typical MCS (Biggerstaff and Houze 1993; figure 1.1) is comprised of a leading
convective line, transition zone (minimum in reflectivity and rainfall) and a stratiform rain
region. The so-called bright band is the result of low-density ice falling through the melting
layer, acquiring a coat of liquid water, and thus becoming highly reflective. The transition
zone forms because precipitation particle growth via aggregation is depleting liquid water in
the front to rear circulation branch. The transport of these slowly falling hydrometeors to the
rear of the system and the relatively low power return of small snow and ice particles produces
the reflectivity minimum (Braun and Houze 1994).
Numerical simulations of MCSs have resulted in very detailed understanding of the physical
processes which determine MCS structure and dynamics. Pandya and Durran (1996; hereafter
PD96) used a two-dimensional (2D) numerical model to diagnose and analyze the thermal
forcing associated with an MCS. The specified thermal forcing reproduced the structure of the
MCS. They varied this thermal forcing to reveal that the shape and orientation of the thermal
forcing was just as important as its magnitude for simulating the fundamental characteristics
of MCSs. Reduction of the magnitude of the steady thermal forcing is sufficient to generate
cellular structures. However, if the forcing decreased by an order of magnitude this cellular
nature was lost. They concluded that temporal variation in the forcing was not responsible for
the cellularity but that the magnitude of the thermal forcing was.
PD96 also conducted sensitivity simulations that modified the shape and orientation of the
prescribed thermal forcing (figure 1.2). One of the configurations tested resembled the thermal
forcing that would be expected from CPSs: a vertical dipole of heating over cooling (figure
1.2d). The vertically oriented thermal forcing produced an elevated, ascending rear inflow
jet and reduced front to rear inflow compared to the control simulation (figure 1.2a). Two
model simulations that successfully reproduced the structure of a typical MCS were (i) the
heated/cooled regions sloped rearward in a way that preserved the vertical dipole of heating
6over cooling (figure 1.2b) and (ii) vertically oriented heating and cooling such that the a portion
of the heated region was replaced by cooling resembling a rearward slope (figure 1.2c).
Parker and Johnson (2004; hereafter PJ04) simulated three different archetypes to under-
stand the accelerations that govern the type of overturning, thus describing the archetypes
dynamically as distinct MCS modes. Parker and Johnson (2000) defined 3 MCS archetypes:
leading stratiform (LS), trailing stratiform (TS), and parallel stratiform (PS, figure 1.3). LS
and TS MCSs exhibit similar features such as a meso-high within the heaviest precipitation
and a low pressure area under the descending system relative rear inflow jet. PJ04 showed
that the dynamics of these systems were mostly 2D except for the parallel stratiform MCS.
In 3D, the systems would be modified by line end effects that would have little impact on
the governing dynamics, even though line end vortices could grow upscale to form a MCV
(Skamarock 2004).
PJ04 decomposed the diagnostic perturbation pressure equation into dynamic and buoy-
ancy components to understand the governing dynamics in the three different MCS modes.
The results indicate that the directions of buoyant and linear components of the accelerations
determine whether the front to rear inflow ascends rearward (TS) or overturns (LS). The effect
of the low level wind shear and its direction are dominant, as was found by Rotunno et al.
(1988) and Weisman and Rotunno (2004), but that deep layer wind shear is also important
(Coniglio et al. 2006).
The most common archetype is the TS MCS (Parker and Johnson 2000) and most PS and
LS MCSs transition into the TS archetype. The environment that favors the trailing stratiform
archetype contains deep layer shear, high convective available potential energy (CAPE), and
system relative winds that favor transport of hydrometeors rearward from the leading convec-
tive line. MCS propagation is related to the depth and strength of the cold pool (gravity or
density currents, Haertel et al. 2001), gravity wave modes such as bores (Haertel et al. 2001),
discrete propagation (Fovell et al. 2006), and MCVs. Discrete propagation occurs when new
7convective cells initiate ahead of the MCS gust front due to gravity wave type circulations.
These cells eventually merge with the pre-existing gust front causing the propagation speed to
be larger than the speed of individual cells. Zipser (1977) speculated that this mechanism could
trap environmental air between convective towers and affect the thermodynamic structure of
MCSs.
Corfidi (2003) presented work on a predictive method for determining MCS development
and propagation. He stated that the preferred direction of MCSs was along the cold pool
where convergence was maximized in the vicinity of the low level jet. He also found that the
orientation of the cold pool boundary relative to the mean flow was important in determining
whether the propagating MCS was back-building (parallel boundary and mean flow) or down-
wind (perpendicular orientation of the boundary to the mean flow). Both Corfidi (2003) and
Parker and Johnson (2004) note that the cold pool motion preferentially determines where new
convection will form.
1.3.2 Physics parameterizations to predict MCSs
1.3.2.1 Coarse grid spacing
In earlier numerical models, the primary task for cumulus parameterization in a numerical
model was to remove conditional instability to avoid grid point storms (Molinari and Dudek
1992). The elimination of grid point storms made early numerical models less prone to con-
vective feedbacks that could contaminate even a short term forecast of synoptic scale weather
systems. As grid spacing decreased, the role of a CPS switched from eliminating grid point
storms to accurately communicating the heating rates of deep convection to the larger scale
environment. The upper level heating can spawn an upper level anticyclone especially after
the development of particularly large MCSs. MCSs can also contribute to rapid cyclogenesis,
through upper level heating (Rogers and Fritsch 2001).
8The Fritsch-Chappell scheme (FC; Fritsch and Chappell 1980) is the precursor to the Kain-
Fritsch scheme (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1990, 1998, and Kain 2004) used here. The FC and KF
CPSs are mass flux schemes which are considered hybrid CPSs. A hybrid scheme allows
water species other than vapor to be detrained onto the grid allowing one-way communication
between the grid resolved microphysics and the convective scheme. A Gaussian entraining-
detraining plume model is used to compute updraft and downdraft properties for the KF CPS.
Updraft properties are determined by the CAPE of the source layer. CAPE is determined
by relating the grid resolved vertical velocity at the lifting condensation level (LCL) to a
temperature perturbation at the LCL. The temperature perturbation is added to the grid-
resolved temperature at the LCL and the parcel is lifted moist adiabatically to the level of
neutral buoyancy. The closure is based on undilute calculation of CAPE where 90% of CAPE
is forced to be removed on an advective time scale.
The downdraft starts at the level of minimum saturated equivalent potential temperature
and entrains only environmental air. Above cloud base the downdraft has relative humidity
(RH) of 100 % and in the sub-cloud layer RH is constrained to 90%. The downdraft detrains
in one layer (either the surface or where its temperature is warmer than the environment) but
the air can be spread into adjoining vertical levels via the vertical advection scheme of the
CPS.
Successful simulations of MCSs using CPSs have been generated by Zhang and Fritsch
(1986, 1988, Zhang et al. 1989), Belair and Zhang (1997), Belair and Mailhot (2001), Nagarajan
et al. (2001, 2004), Stensrud and Fritsch (1994), Kain and Fritsch (1998) using the FC and
KF schemes. Molinari and Dudek (1992; MD92) argued that convective parameterization
is ill-posed as grid spacing decreases since both the convective parameterization and explicit
microphysics are working to remove conditional instability. The lack of a spectral gap between
cloud- and meso-scale requires both parameterizations to simulate the mesoscale circulation.
They argued that hybrid approaches, where the CPS detrains hydrometeors to the grid scale,
9should be used to facilitate the development of the mesoscale circulation or organization. They
conclude that more detailed analysis of the successes and failures when using CPSs are needed.
Zhang et al. (1994) responded to MD92 by clarifying why hybrid approaches work in sim-
ulating MCSs. They found that the feedback of water substance to the grid scale is important
to link the CPS and grid scale microphysics, allowing a seamless transition between parame-
terized deep convection and explicit rainfall. Furthermore Kain and Fritsch (1998) show that
the development of moist absolutely unstable layers (MAULs; Bryan and Fritsch 2000) appear
necessary to successfully simulate MCSs.
The primary output from a CPS is the temperature, moisture and hydrometeor tendencies.
The magnitudes of the hydrometeor and moisture tendencies are not well known due to the
lack of direct observations from deep convection. We do know characteristic rainfall rates
from deep convection so that moisture tendencies can be computed in such a way that CPSs
reproduce similar rainfall rates. Temperature tendencies, or heating rates, have been diagnosed
from observations (Houze 1989). Gallus and Johnson (1995) have used typical MCS heating
rates (along with hydrometeor initialization) to simulate the stratiform rain region of MCSs.
The convective heating rate they used had a maximum value aloft of nearly 10 K hr−1. The
Kain and Fritsch (1992) cloud model is capable of producing heating rates that approach 7
K hr−1. These heating profiles, however, differ in that explicit models (Trier et al. 2006)
and observations (Bryan et al. 2005) produce deep cold pools. Bukovsky et al. (2006) found
that propagating MCSs were simulated when the operational Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ; Janjic
1994) CPS produced deep cooling to the melting level and modest heating in the troposphere
(3 K hr−1). The critical factor for propagation was cloud layer cooling while a weaker but still
deep cold pool slowed the MCS.
Anderson et al. (2007) modified the KF CPS in a way that enhanced microphysical feedback
to the grid scale and lowered the vertical heating maximum. They found that these modifica-
tions greatly improved the representation of MCSs using 17 km grid spacing. Moncrieff and Liu
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(2006) developed a mesoscale parameterization component to the BMJ scheme to account for
mesoscale organization. Their results indicate that the predictor-corrector approach improved
the net heating profile, propagation and organization of the parameterized convection.
1.3.2.2 Fine grid spacing
Several recent fine grid spacing simulations of deep convection have focused on soil moisture
sensitivity (Trier et al. 2004, Holt et al. 2006, Cheng and Cotton 2004, and Sutton et al. 2006).
These studies show that the mesoscale gradients and magnitudes of soil moisture are important
to the initiation of deep convection. Horizontal gradients in sensible and latent heat fluxes are
amplified when a finer grid spacing and soil moisture are used compared with results from
coarse grid soil moisture analyses. The sensible and latent heat fluxes change by 50-100 W
m−2 when using a finer resolution soil moisture analysis.
Crook (1996) focused on the sensitivity of deep convection to the land-surface and boundary
layer parameterizations in enhancing CAPE and reducing convective inhibition. He found
that even small errors in low level moisture have a comparatively large impact relative to
temperature errors on convective initiation. Despite the potentially large sensitivity of PBL
processes to convective initiation and organization, there exist few sensitivity studies involving
multiple PBL scheme assessments. To fill this gap I will examine the impact that multiple
PBL schemes have on MCS initiation and propagation using coarse and fine grid spacing
simulations.
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Figure 1.1 Vertical cross section through a mature MCS from Biggerstaff
and Houze (1993). MCS subregions are shown along the bottom
with the size of the filled circles related to the precipitation
rate. The cloud outline is indicated by the solid contour on the
periphery of the figure with hydrometeor trajectories depicted
by the solid lines in between the x’s, which represent ice/snow
particles. Vertical motion is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 1.2 Vertical heating arrangements used by Pandya and Durran
(1996) and the corresponding MCS horizontal velocity compo-
nent (m s−1) in the plane of the cross section where a) the
simplified control experiment, b) the sloped rearward heating
over cooling, c) vertically aligned heating/cooling dipole with
the cooling lagging the heating slightly, and d) vertically aligned
heating over cooling that mimics a CPS.
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Figure 1.3 Parker and Johnson (2000) classification scheme of the three
MCS archetypes. MCS evolution is depicted from convective
initiation, development and maturity of the three different MCS
archetypes. Naming convention follows from the position of the
stratiform rain region (cross hatched shading) relative to the
leading convective line (dark shading) and storm motion.
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CHAPTER 2. Observed mesoscale convective system characteristics
during BAMEX
A paper to be submitted to Monthly Weather Review
James Correia Jr. and Raymond W. Arritt
2.1 Abstract
Dropsonde observations from the Bow-echo and Mesoscale convective vortex EXperiment
(BAMEX) are used to document the spatio-temporal variability of temperature, moisture and
wind within mesoscale convective systems (MCSs). Onion type sounding structures are found
throughout MCSs but the temperature and moisture variability is large. Composite soundings
were constructed and statistics of thermodynamic variability were generated within each sub-
region of the MCS. Primary findings include a complex layered low level thermal structure
depicted by profiles of wet bulb potential temperature suggesting multiple source regions. The
low level vertical temperature gradient within the cold pool is highly variable and does not
always indicate a stably stratified fluid.
2.2 Introduction
Our understanding of MCS structure has developed in part through numerical modeling
(Rotunno et al. 1988, Pandya and Durran 1996, and Parker and Johnson 2004, among many
others), and climatologies such as the one developed by Parker and Johnson (2000). Obser-
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vations taken within MCSs during field projects such as PRE-STORM (e.g. Cunning 1986)
have been very limited. Parker and Johnson (2004) have shown that reproducible structures
in MCSs include both a front to rear inflow current and a rear to front inflow current (or rear
inflow jet). MCSs come in a variety of archetypes such as leading line-trailing stratiform, line
parallel stratiform, and leading stratiform precipitation areas. These structures are accom-
panied by internal circulations that include a mesoscale area of low-level descent (below the
melting level) and ascent aloft in the stratiform rain region. The convective line is forced by
ascent of the inflowing air. The ascent may be due to convective instability, mesoscale frontal
or outflow boundaries, a synoptic scale trough approaching the area, a low-level jet, gravity
waves or any combination thereof.
Biggerstaff and Houze (1993) and Braun and Houze (1994) found that the transition region
(a minimum in radar reflectivity between the convective line and stratiform rain region) was
characterized by mesoscale descent through a deep layer. The descent was concentrated in
two zones: one above and one below the melting level. Above the melting level, descent was
driven by dynamical processes emanating from the convective line (mechanical subsidence in
response to vigorous updrafts and rearward advection of decaying convective cells), while below
the melting level descent was driven by microphysically induced negative buoyancy associated
with melting and evaporational cooling in convective scale downdrafts (Biggerstaff and Houze
1993). The appearance on radar of the transition zone is a microphysical effect whereby fall-
speed sorting near the melting level deposits large particles close to the convective line and
transports small particles upward and rearward of the convective line. These small snow and
ice particles return less power to the radar leaving a radar reflectivity minimum between the
convective line and trailing stratiform region. The development of a transition zone represents
a shift from a linear squall line to an MCS with an internal circulation. Braun and Houze (1994)
showed that particle growth was suppressed near and below the melting level, as dendritic ice
crystals were not likely to be present so that aggregation was not occurring. Aloft, however,
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aggregation was occurring as dendritic crystals were carried further rearward into the mesoscale
ascent in the stratiform rain region. Aggregation resulted in larger particle sizes; thus, when
these particles approached the melting level and began melting the radar reflectivity factor
increased due to a water layer over the large ice particles.
Gallus and Johnson (1995) used a numerical model to explore the stratiform rain region of
MCSs. They found that the environment, through measures of instability, helped determine
the resulting magnitude of up and downdrafts. The increased vigor of these circulations led
to sounding structures that matched observed “onion-type” soundings (Zipser 1977). Thus
internal mesoscale circulations led to rapid thermodynamic changes within the MCS, from
cool and saturated near the convective line to mid low-level warming in the transition zone
and continued enhancement of mid low-level warming through the stratiform region.
Despite the thermodynamic changes aloft (0.5-4 km AGL) in MCSs, surface thermodynamic
conditions usually change very little. Exceptions include thermodynamic changes at the surface
when significant heat bursts appear at stations as downdrafts are strong enough to penetrate
or perturb the low level stable layer (Stumpf et al. 1991; Johnson et al. 1989; Bernstein
and Johnson 1994). This behavior of heat bursts implies large variability of vertical motion,
temperature, and moisture in the low levels. This variability is also seen in the rain rates
at stations that experience the heat burst; these stations have significantly less rainfall than
stations not experiencing a heat burst due to the enhanced evaporation within warm, dry
downdrafts.
Smull and Augustine (1993) documented the temperature, moisture, and wind variability
of a mesoscale convective complex (MCC) during the PRE-STORM field campaign. They
found significant variability of temperature, moisture, and winds across the asymmetric MCC
including a cap in the suppressed convective region, deep layer saturation in the stratiform
region, onion-type soundings to the rear of the stratiform rain region, subsaturated conditions
and an ill-defined cloud base. Most soundings during PRE-STORM could not be launched in
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MCSs due to rain, lightning or icing which can lead to an early termination.
We explore the variability of the thermodynamics within MCSs using the unprecedented
dropsonde data set obtained within MCSs during BAMEX. We take two approaches to analyze
this data set: construction of composite vertical profiles within each MCS subregion, and anal-
ysis of sounding statistics within each subregion to document the thermodynamic variability.
Section 2 contains a description of the data set and the methods used for analysis; section 3
describes the MCS structure; section 4 documents the statistics of thermodynamic variability;
section 5 includes a discussion and conclusions.
2.3 Data and Methods
2.3.1 Dropsondes
The global positioning system (GPS) dropsonde was developed by the National Center
for Atmospheric Research, National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration and the German
Aerospace Research Establishment (Hock and Franklin 1999). This instrument is designed to
be dropped from high-altitude aircraft to measure pressure, temperature, winds and humidity
while recording its position at up to 2 Hz. The measurement of thermodynamic information
takes roughly 0.5 s, meaning that information prior to hitting the ground is taken within 4-10
m of the ground surface. The typical fall time for the dropsonde (at a weight of 0.451 kg) from
200 hPa is roughly 13 minutes using a nylon parachute with an effective area of 0.0676 m2.
GPS dropsonde winds are more reliable than the previous Omega dropsonde retrievals,
having errors less than 2 m s−1. Pressure sensor accuracy averages 0.5 hPa while temper-
ature and relative humidity accuracy are 0.2◦C and <5%, respectively (Hock and Franklin
1999). Wang (2005) evaluated the dropsonde during the International H2O Project (IHOP)
and DYCOMS-II projects. They concluded there was no systematic dry bias, the time con-
stant for the humidity sensor was 10 times longer than the manufacturer documentation, and
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wetting of the humidity sensor produced an overestimate of relative humidity below cloud base.
We examined all 435 BAMEX dropsonde profiles subjectively for basic quality control
(soundings were complete, with absence of significant sensor wetting, deep superadiabatic
layers or erratic horizontal winds). The soundings were then classified based on structure of
the low-level thermodynamics. This gave us the opportunity to evaluate the data set before
developing spatial criteria for classification.
2.3.2 Sounding classification
Soundings were subjectively classified based on the sonde horizontal position at the melting
level (GPS position when the temperature was 273K), then mapped onto a coarse grid com-
posite of Level III radar reflectivity from the surrounding radars (WSR-88D)1. The soundings
were classified into 7 MCS regions: environmental (G), leading line (F), transition region (E),
stratiform rain region-center (D), stratiform rain region-gradient (C), stratiform region-rear
(B), and wake (A). Table 2.1 lists data set characteristics of the identified MCS subregions
(shown schematically in figure 2.1).
The criteria for classifying the dropsondes into specific MCS sub-regions are as follows.
We define the leading convective line as a swath of high reflectivity greater than 40 dBz
with embedded values greater than 50 dBz similar to the methods used to describe TS MCSs
by Parker and Johnson (2000) and references therein. The predominant archetype in the
dropsonde data set is the trailing stratiform MCS. We define the stratiform rain region as
a relative maximum in reflectivity located rearward of the convective line with reflectivity
between 25 dBz and 45 dBz.
• The wake region (A) included any dropsonde outside the 25 dBz contour located in an
area over which the MCS has previously passed but no further than 100 km behind the
1Not all dropsondes contained GPS information. For those without GPS position data the launch location
was used.
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MCS.
• The stratiform rain back edge (B) included any dropsonde located further to the rear of
the stratiform rain gradient region between the 25 and 30 dBz contour.
• The stratiform rain gradient (C) included any dropsonde located to the rear of major
axis of the stratiform rain center within a region of enhanced reflectivity gradient.
• The stratiform rain center (D) included any dropsonde located within 10 dBz of the
major axis of the stratiform rain region and not located in a region of string reflectivity
gradient.
• The transition zone (E) included any dropsonde located in a relative minimum of radar
reflectivity (lower than 35 dBz), and located between the leading convective line and
the stratiform rain region center not necessarily away from the reflectivity gradients
associated with the increase towards the convective line or towards the stratiform rain
region center.
• The leading line (F) included any dropsonde which passed through the leading convective
line (revealed by saturation with respect to ice on the sounding), and located ahead of
and within 50 km of the leading convective line.
• The environmental region (G) included any dropsonde located at least 50 km ahead of
the MCS, either directly in or within 50 km of the radar swath over the MCS lifetime.
2.3.3 Sounding composite construction
Sounding composites were constructed to preserve the low level thermodynamics by using
the closest observation to the ground and melting level as reference levels. The vertical coordi-
nate then ranged from zero (presumed ground) to 1 (the melting level) and higher (anvil layer).
State variables that were composited include potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio,
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equivalent potential temperature, u,v, and retrieved w wind components. Each sounding was
linearly interpolated to conform to this vertical coordinate with a spacing of roughly 35 m.
Once each sounding was interpolated to the new coordinate, averages for each MCS region were
performed to arrive at composite vertical profiles. We then calculated standard deviations of
the variables relative to the mean at each level.
2.3.4 Vertical velocity retrieval
In order to derive the vertical velocity it is necessary to remove the fall speed of the
dropsonde. We achieved this by averaging vertical velocity for all profiles according to an
air density coordinate. Density was chosen since the fall speed of the dropsonde is directly
related to the air density through its effect on aerodynamic drag. The sounding point values
of fall speed were then binned according to density. The binned data were averaged to arrive
at a fall speed-density relationship and a sixth order polynomial was fit to the data (figure
2.2). Different bin widths yielded quantitatively similar results (not shown). Quality control
thresholds (rejection of any point value more than 3σ above or below the mean) were applied
and yielded very little change (less than 1% change at any level).
Next we examined individual profiles of vertical velocity. We found 38 profiles which were
erratic (large level-to-level changes in vertical velocity) and had large downward vertical veloc-
ity through out the sounding. These soundings occurred because the dropsonde parachute did
not deploy correctly and either was not functioning or was no longer attached to the dropsonde
(T. Hock, personal communication). These profiles were removed from the composite vertical
velocity profiles.
We repeated the same procedure for the Rain In Cumulus over the Ocean experiment
(RICO; Rauber et al. 2007) dropsonde data as a reference. The fall speeds of the dropsondes
for the RICO and BAMEX data sets are similar (figure 2.2). The difference (figure 2.3) between
the RICO and BAMEX retrieval averages about 0.35 m s−1with the largest differences in the
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RICO cloud layer between 800-900 hPa (density 0.9 to 1.05 kg m−3).
Confidence intervals (z; figure 2.4) were computed at the 90% level:
z = c× σ√
n
(2.1)
where c is 1.645, σ is the standard deviation in each bin, and n is the number of samples
per bin. Confidence intervals generally were below 0.12 m s−1. The confidence intervals
for the RICO dataset were generally lower than 0.06 m s−1. We believe that the difference
between the RICO and BAMEX datasets is the result of BAMEX dropsondes being flown
in active deep convection while RICO dropsondes were mostly flown outside shallow cumulus
clouds with less variability of vertical velocity, weaker wind fields and thus weaker turbulent
motions. Documented vertical velocities (e.g. see Knupp 1985 table 2.2) in strong precipitating
downdraft cores can vary between 1-10 m s−1 while updrafts in strong convection can vary
between 2-60 m s−1. In shallow convection (of the type observed in RICO) downdrafts can
vary between 0.5-6 m s−1 while updrafts vary between 0.5-10 m s−1. The difference in standard
deviation between the two datasets is 0.5-1 m s−1 (figure 2.5). The jump in standard deviation
near 0.8-0.9 kg m−3 reflects the enhanced downdrafts that occurred below the melting level.
In order to further confirm that the signal extracted was indeed the air vertical velocity,
we examined the composited environmental soundings (i.e., outside of deep moist convection).
The mean vertical velocity profile for the environment was close to zero (figure 2.6) and the
standard deviation was small. The small vertical velocity implies that we have extracted
the air vertical velocity with an error of ∼ 0.1-0.2 m s−1. The non-zero mean was partly
due to a balance between (i) a few soundings being located in and around baroclinic zones
with enhanced ascent and (ii) many soundings containing significant subsidence layers. Davis
and Trier (2007) examined 8 soundings in the vicinity of mesoscale convective vortices using
kinematic and isentropic methods. Their qualitative and quantitative assessments of vertical
motion were consistent with the retrieved vertical motion found here. In total, 6 of the 8
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soundings were verified outright; the other 2 soundings had close to zero vertical velocity in
the profile meaning that air parcel history played a role in the thermodynamic structure that
Davis and Trier (2007) observed.
We then compared the relative frequency distribution of downdraft vertical velocity from
the dropsondes (figure 2.7) with that obtained from the NOAA P3 aircraft during microphysical
spirals (figure 2.8). The data are not taken at similar spatio-temporal locations but are located
in the stratiform rain region exclusively. Thus we cannot relate a specific dropsonde to a
specific spiral. Rather we use these data to check the magnitude and vertical location of the
downdrafts sampled. Both data sets show a maximum frequency at a vertical velocity of ∼-0.5
m s−1extending from 1.25 to 6 km and a relative maximum frequency between -3 and -2 m
s−1 near 4 km. Thus it appears that the two data sets are very similar which adds credibility
to our retrieval technique.
2.3.5 Statistics
The soundings were used to extract subregion specific quantities such as maximum con-
vective available potential energy and corresponding convective inhibition; 0-6 km bulk shear;
lapse rates from 0-0.2, 0-0.3, 0-0.5 km and the corresponding mean relative humidity for each
layer; maximum dew point depression in the mid-level “mixed layer” along with lapse rate
from the melting level to the level of maximum elevated temperature; mean relative humidity
and virtual potential temperature from the melting level to the ground; lapse rate of inversion
bases; and the integrated deviation from well-mixed layer conditions in the nearly dry adiabatic
layer.
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2.4 MCS structure
2.4.1 Composite MCS
We constructed a composite cross section (figure 2.9) to elucidate the horizontal structure
the soundings represent. The relative humidity field clearly shows the stratiform rain region and
its rearward upward slope. Below the stratiform region the equivalent potential temperature is
close to uniform in the vertical starting from the transition region (E) and extending rearward
to the back edge of the reflectivity field (C). Curiously there is a second region where the
equivalent potential temperature field is almost uniform in the vertical (B) being deeper but
weaker than the structure seen below the stratiform rain region.
We computed the storm relative wind by subtracting the average system motion of the
leading line from the storm-relative wind components. Storm relative rear inflow extends
along the gradient of the RH field (close to 625 hPa) and extends just to the rear of the
stratiform rain region. Since the composite soundings were not constructed to preserve the
rear inflow jet, it is encouraging that this feature is present. The environment ahead of the
MCS exhibits an elevated region of high relative humidity within the strong vertical gradient
of equivalent potential temperature which ascends into the composite MCS. This structure is
consistent with the finding that MCSs tend to be uncoupled from the surface layer and feed
on a slightly elevated region of instability (Trier et al. 2006).
2.4.2 Transition and stratiform region
The composite soundings of the transition zone and stratiform rain region center are shown
in figures 2.10 and 2.11, respectively. The mean vertical velocity is downward from above the
melting level to the surface in the transition zone and downward from the melting level to the
surface in the stratiform rain region. The lack of a composite isothermal melting layer can be
attributed to the shallowness of the melting layer in individual profiles, the presence of dry
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adiabatic layers across the 0◦C isotherm, and isothermal layers that occur between -2 to +3◦C.
In some instances the lack of a melting layer potentially indicates that gradual sublimation,
lack of significant melting or some other process may be at work. Storm and Parker (2007)
identified a sounding during BAMEX in which sublimation accompanied by a downdraft may
have caused the lack of isothermal layer near the melting level. Parker and Johnson (2004)
noted that a similar mechanism in numerical simulations of leading stratiform MCSs.
Typically, the transition region is marked by deep descent with two relative maxima in
vertical velocity, one near the melting level and another aloft (Biggerstaff and Houze 1993).
It is well documented that soundings within the stratiform rain region are mostly dry below
the melting level, since they are in sub-saturated downdrafts (Zipser 1977). We found that
most soundings were sub-saturated below the melting level though a significant number were
close to saturated (defined as the mean relative humidity between the surface and melting level
exceeding 87%).
We identified 6 saturated profiles out of 34 in the transition region. The unsaturated
profiles were similar to those documented previously in the transition zone (e.g. Schuur et al.
1991, Marshall and Rust 1993, Shepherd et al. 1996). It became apparent that proximity
to the convective line, although important, was not the primary factor affecting the mean
RH. As Braun and Houze (1994) point out it is the combination of microphysics (aggregation,
size sorting, collection and growth of precipitation particles) and relative flow that determines
the difference in radar reflectivity between the transition and stratiform rain regions. The
significance of the saturated profiles is unknown but may be related to the evolution of the
transition region.
Thermodynamic variability within the transition region was confined to below the melting
level for all soundings, with marginal variability in the anvil. Unexpected representations of the
thermodynamic variability include multiple, nearly well mixed layers in the lowest 150 hPa,
near dry adiabatic surface layers topped by elevated stable layers, and surface based stable
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layers of varying stability.
In general, the stratiform rain region and the transition region are similar. Both include
surface based stable layers and contain deep dry adiabatic lapse rates below the melting layer.
However, a number of soundings contained multiple low-level inversions of significant depth
(figures 2.12 and 2.13). These layers of differing wet bulb potential temperature imply that
air in this column has different origins. The lower inversion appears to be distinctly different
thermodynamically compared to the surface and anvil (wet bulb potential temperature dif-
ference of 1-2 K compared to the onion-type structure observed above). The thermodynamic
characteristics of this low level inversion correspond to the properties of the low level inflow
environment (either precipitation evaporation or forced descent in “up-down” downdrafts).
Straka et al. (2007) and Wakimoto et al. (2006b) show that “up-down” downdrafts (Knupp
1987) were present in 3 case studies from BAMEX. The thermodynamic structures, observed
in multiple soundings from these particular case study days during or just after the time of
their analysis, were consistent with “up-down” downdrafts.
In these two soundings strong downdrafts were present in the deep dry adiabatic layer
below the melting level. The moisture layers correspond to changes in the vertical velocity.
The 10 June sounding (figure 2.12) also contains a strong leading downdraft at the base of the
elevated inversion (850 hPa) potentially implying that the layer itself is sinking. Soundings
taken later during this MCS show the two inversions eventually merge to produce a strong
surface based inversion (not shown).
2.5 Statistics of Variability
2.5.1 Indirect indications of thermodynamic variability
Wet-bulb potential temperature can be used as a thermodynamic tracer for air parcels that
begin in the boundary layer and ascend dry and then moist adiabatically (Bosart and Nielsen
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1993). The wet bulb potential temperature between the anvil and the melting level was very
close to the surface value. Evaluating this relationship by region indicates that the wet bulb
potential temperature difference between the melting level and surface is not much larger than
2-4 K (figure 2.14). The convective scale downdrafts modify the surface layer strongly when
the gust front passes. Note the shift between the environment (G) and transition zone (E).
Despite the rather large variability given by the outliers, the 25-75th percentile ranges are
small. The wide outliers may be due to the presence of up-down downdrafts indicating that
the origin of the surface layer air may be the result of mixing from multiple air streams.
Given the linkage between the melting level and surface wet bulb potential temperature,
we explore the low level lapse rates that characterize the surface layer. Cold pools usually are
identified by negative buoyancy relative to the environment (Bryan et al. 2005). Wakimoto
(1982) showed examples where the low level sounding was cooled after thunderstorm passage
in Florida and the soundings lacked a low level isothermal or inversion layer. This prompted
us to evaluate the low-level vertical temperature gradient. We have examined the lowest 300
and 500 m vertical temperature gradient in each sounding within the MCS.
The vertical temperature gradient in the 300 m surface layer (figure 2.15a) indicates that
the surface layer was statically stable especially rearward of the stratiform center. However,
note the variability from statically stable to moist adiabatic with some outliers reaching super
adiabatic. While this result seemingly defies explanation in the bulk sense, it suggests that the
boundary layer is quite complex under typical MCS conditions possibly affected by the vertical
gradient of humidity, rainfall (thus the vertical profile of evaporation) and mixing via outflow
circulations. The vertical temperature gradients in the lowest 500 m (figure 2.15b) is similar
to that in the lowest 300 m except that the stability (positive vertical temperature gradient)
has decreased. In other words, above the lowest 300 m there is a thermodynamic transition
from stable to less stable conditions. This implies that the stable layers are typically confined
to the lowest 300 m of the sounding when present.
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The rapid changes aloft in temperature and moisture caused by the mesoscale downdraft
can act to increase the stability of the surface layer by warming aloft, but this impact is felt
only toward the rear of the MCS. Within the transition and stratiform regions, the surface
layer is controlled by mixing via internal circulations, convective scale downdrafts, mesoscale
descent and/or up-down downdrafts. Thus an area of future research is to examine what
controls the properties of the lowest 0.5 km under MCS conditions.
2.5.2 Direct indications of thermodynamic variability
Microphysical processes such as evaporation, sublimation and melting affect the structure
of MCSs. These processes help initiate downdrafts, determine the rear inflow jets’ magnitude,
and determine the rainfall rate and subsequent cooling in the boundary layer. However, the
environments in which hydrometeors are found determine their evaporation, sublimation and
melting rates (McFarquhar et al. 2007). The drier the ambient air the more evaporation and
sublimation can occur; if the air is near saturation, then evaporation and sublimation will be
limited. Thus there is inherent non-linearity associated with the interaction of microphysical
processes with MCS structures and dynamics.
A consistent feature of MCSs analyzed here was the presence of a nearly dry adiabatic
layer below the melting level. This layer was typically not well-mixed as the mixing ratio was
not close to constant. We calculated the vertical temperature gradient (figure 2.16) and mean
RH (figure 2.17) from the melting level to the inversion top (highest pressure where potential
temperature stops increasing) or maximum temperature. The mean values of the mean vertical
temperature gradient are similar until the stratiform rain region center (D) where there is a
distinct decrease. Note that the outliers approach 9 K km−1 toward the rear of the MCS and
in the transition zone. It appears the transition zone (E) is between dry and moist adiabatic
in terms of temperature but is typically not far from saturation. The stratiform rain region
center (D) is slightly more variable in moisture but otherwise similar to the transition region.
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We infer from these soundings that the transition and stratiform center regions are composed
of mesoscale unsaturated downdrafts in the mean. In the examples shown previously we noted
layers of descent. These soundings have sampled a temporally varying structure and thus it is
possible that the only regions that are not affected by the temporal variation of strong descent
are the environment and wake regions. The vertical temperature gradient variability in the
wake region (A) is lower (given by the 25-75th percentiles) than the rest of the MCS regions.
Typically the anvil lies above the steep lapse rates exhibiting saturation with respect to
ice. The bottom of the anvil can be marked by an isothermal melting layer. McFarquhar et al.
(2007) found that isothermal melting layers were not always present in observed MCSs but that
there was at least a lapse rate transition across the melting level. The isothermal layer occurs
when ice particles melt and has been shown to be present in the trailing stratiform regions
of MCSs (Willis and Heymsfield 1989). The vertical location and depths of the melting layer
found here are consistent with previous studies (e.g., Willis and Heymsfield 1989). The lack of
“deep” isothermal layers between -11 and 2◦C (table 2) is not surprising in the environment or
wake of MCSs but only 34% of the stratiform rain maximum region contained one such layer.
This result changes very little by reducing the RH threshold. Possible explanations for this
result include:
(i) deep isothermal layers are not common,
(ii) ice was not melting (little evaporational cooling) and was being sublimated due to wide
particle size distribution,
(iii) some type of temperature sensor error (lack of response in near saturated conditions or
the dropsonde fell too quickly through the layer),
(iv) strong downdrafts transported ice rapidly through the melting layer so the isothermal
layer could not form but ice could still melt.
This result could be confirmed if radar reflectivity data lack a horizontally homogeneous
bright band in the MCSs assuming good coverage of each MCS examined here. The discontin-
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uous structure (either in horizontal extent or depth) would be an indication of microphysical
variability on the scale of the radar data. Such an extensive analysis of radar data is beyond
the scope of this paper.
The lack of distinct isothermal melting layers in the stratiform region of the MCS has impli-
cations for the the rear inflow jet. Weisman (1992) argued that horizontal buoyancy gradients
determine whether rear inflow descends or ascends. He noted that inclusion of ice processes
would increase the depth of the cold pool and modify the buoyancy field. It is not clear, how-
ever, how the buoyancy gradients would be modified. Yang and Houze (1995) have shown that
ice microphysics has a qualitative and quantitative impact on MCS simulations. They found
that nearly 25% of the intensity of the rear inflow jet was due to melting. Furthermore, the
latent cooling due to melting did not initiate the mesoscale downdrafts but rather enhanced
these downdrafts. Thus microphysical effects modulate the rear inflow jet.
Observations of storm relative winds (figure 2.18) typically revealed two vertically isolated
maxima: one in the low levels from 850-700 hPa and one aloft from 500-250 hPa. The upper
level rear inflow was frequently stronger by 5-10 m s−1 than the low level rear inflow. No
consistent pattern emerges that would lead us to believe that rear inflow is more dominant or
widespread in any one of the subregions. As Wakimoto et al. (2006a) showed, the rear inflow
may be linked to the presence of mesoscale convective vortices which are large enough in scale
to occupy all of the subregions chosen in this analysis or to the large-scale baroclinity (Zhang
and Gao 1989).
It is clear that we cannot relate the presence or absence of rear inflow with enhanced
mesoscale drying and descent using this data set alone. Therefore it would be worthwhile to
use the dropsonde data alongside aircraft radar data to determine the effect of rear inflow on
thermodynamics and microphysics on rear inflow within MCSs.
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2.5.3 Vertical distribution
Contour frequency by altitude diagrams (CFAD; Yuter and Houze 1995) depict the relative
frequency distribution of a variable with height. Yuter and Houze (1995) used CFAD analysis
to show the growth of stratiform precipitation in Florida cumulonimbus in radar reflectivity
data. Here we construct CFADs using the dropsonde data to interpret the vertical structure
variability within the MCS subregions.
A CFAD of the rear inflow within the MCS (figure 2.19) indicates no significant peak
frequency. Rear inflow was likely to occur at multiple levels irrespective of the melting layer.
Inspection of individual profiles showed many double maxima, one in the low levels and one
aloft, similar to the findings of Klimowski (1994). This behavior is evident in that the frequency
contains local maxima near one half of the melting level height and between 1-2 melting level
heights (H).
The relative humidity profiles (figure 2.20) for both up and downdrafts within the MCS
have an approximate slope of 4% km−1 from approximately 1 to 2.25 H. The environmental
profile of RH has a slope of 3% km−1 which represents the elevated mixed layer. The similarity
of the RH profiles leads us to surmise that while convection rearranges mass and moisture,
it also leaves behind an environment that can support the generation of further convection
(provided CAPE and a sufficient trigger are present). Trier et al. (2006) showed that episodes
of severe nocturnal convection can happen recurrently and LaDue (2004) demosntrated that
convection can initiate in the immediate wake of MCSs.
An interesting feature of the downdraft RH CFAD is the frequency extension located at
and below the melting level between 85 and 95% RH. This feature likely represents evapo-
ration into the unsaturated downdraft and was seen in a number of soundings as increasing
mixing ratio in a nearly dry adiabatic temperature profile. As precipitation particles sublimate
and/or evaporate the local mixing ratio increases and cooling leads to subsidence. Just below
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the melting level, the adiabatic warming does not balance the evaporative cooling rate, but as
the air descends a balance is reached between adiabatic warming and cooling due to evapo-
ration/sublimation. This imbalance should yield a nearly constant mixing ratio or decreasing
RH. While this is the case on average, most dry adiabtic layers in downdrafts have a different
mixing ratio profile, implying that microphysical variations (particle size distribution, number
concentration; Srivistava 1987) likely play a major role in local vertical profiles.
The previous analysis of wet bulb potential temperature showed similarities between the
surface and melting level and anvil region. The CFAD for θw (figure 2.21) is relatively uniform,
having a primary peak which decreases with increasing height. We can see that the surface
and anvil θw are equal with differences occurring up to the melting level (i.e., two different
thermodynamic regions). These apparently separate regions are consistent with Zipser (1977)
who hypothesized that air from the environment was trapped and isolated within developing
convection. It was later shown by Knupp (1987, 1988) that up-down drafts may be responsible
for creating the unique thermodynamic properties of the air in the surface layer. In order
for the low level air to be comprised of non-unique θw air, the origination of parcels could
be from ahead of the MCS (entrained into the gust front), from up-down downdrafts or from
the stratiform region of the MCS. Zipser (1977) speculated that air from ahead of an MCS
was found inside due to discrete propagation of convective elements. Bryan (2007, personal
communication) has recently begun to explore the parcel trajectories of the air ahead of and
within an idealized MCS in a fine-grid simulation.
2.6 Summary and future work
Results of the present study are summarized as follows.
1. The method used to retrieve vertical velocity is robust and was confirmed with an in-
dependent data set. Furthermore, vertical velocities retrieved from dropsondes aid in the
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interpretation of thermodynamic data.
2. The composite MCS depicted in the dropsonde data set agrees well with the conceptual
model of MCSs. Thermodynamic variability was large in the transition and stratiform regions,
which included the presence of near-saturated low level soundings and shallow melting layers
located between -2 and +3◦C.
3. Deep isothermal layers were not common but a lapse rate transition was common near
the melting level within most MCSs. The lack of uniformity of this feature underscores the
importance of understanding how microphysical processes contribute to MCS structure and
dynamics.
4. The layered structure of wet bulb potential temperature implies that air in the lowest 3 km
of the MCS originates from a variety of source regions.
5. Low level lapse rates are highly variable within the cold pool and do not necessarily reflect
inversions (temperature increasing with height).
Future uses of the dropsonde data set should include verifying high-resolution numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models for physical processes. Low level structures are the result
of both dynamical and microphysical processes and should be replicated by current fine grid
spacing NWP models. In particular, detection of melting layers, near dry adiabatic lapse
rates, and stable low level lapse rates would show that the model physics is representing
realistic physical processes. Since real data simulations with 1 km grid spacing have not
generated a stratiform rain region (G. Bryan, personal communication) it may be necessary
to use O[100 m] grid spacing to adequately resolve the processes depicted in our statistics.
Perhaps modeled thermodynamic structures of MCSs using fine grid spacing will shed light
on other characteristics observed in the BAMEX data set but not reported on here. The use
of a “virtual dropsonde” in a numerical cloud model may also help explain certain features
observed with this data set.
Additionally, the merger of airborne radar data and the dropsondes during BAMEX can
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lead to a more detailed depiction of processes occurring within MCSs. Documenting the
horizontal structure of bright bands with isothermal layers and relating these features to the
rear inflow may reveal (perhaps on a case by case basis) important relationships between
dynamical and microphysical processes which lead to MCS variability.
Lastly, developing microphysical sensors for the dropsonde would allow the co-location of
thermodynamic and microphysical measurements without the need for expensive aircraft mi-
crophysical spirals. Adding an accelerometer to the dropsonde could provide more information
on the turbulence experienced by the sonde.
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Figure 2.1 Horizontal section of an example MCS and the areas used
to place soundings in the composite with radar reflectivity is
shaded. Regions are identified as follows: A. Wake, B. Strat-
iform-back edge, C. Stratiform-mid, D. Stratiform-Center, E.
Transition, F. Leading Line, G. Environment.
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Figure 2.2 Vertical velocity (m s−1) retrieval for BAMEX (blue, lower
points) and RICO (black, upper points). The RICO vertical
velocity retrieval extends to a density of 0.7 kg m−3.
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Figure 2.3 Vertical velocity difference (m s−1) between the RICO and
BAMEX fall speed retrieval.
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Figure 2.4 Confidence interval (m s−1) for the BAMEX (blue) and RICO
(red) data sets.
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Figure 2.5 Standard deviation (m s−1) of vertical velocity for BAMEX
(blue) and RICO (red).
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Figure 2.6 Vertical velocity (m s−1, solid) and standard deviation (m s−1,
dashed) composite over all environmental soundings taken dur-
ing BAMEX.
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Figure 2.7 Relative frequency distribution (%) of downdrafts from the
dropsonde binned in 500 m height increments and 0.25
m s−1velocity increments.
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Figure 2.8 Relative frequency distribution (%) of downdrafts from the P3
during microphysical spirals binned in 500 m height increments
and 0.25 m s−1velocity increments.
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Figure 2.9 Cross section of the composite vertical profiles with regions A
(left) to G (right). Relative humidity (shaded greater than
72%), equivalent potential temperature (black contours every 2
K) and storm relative u wind component (blue contours every 2
m s−1). The horizontal scale between the composite soundings
is 0.5 degree each for A thru E and 1 degree each from E to G.
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Figure 2.10 Skew-T log p composite sounding (left; temperature solid and
dew point temperature dashed) in the transition zone and the
composite vertical velocity (right, m s−1) and wind barbs.
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Figure 2.11 Same as figure 2.10 except in the stratiform rain maximum
zone.
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Figure 2.12 Similar to figure 2.10 depicting a double inversion (located
between the surface and 830 hPa) from 0526 UTC 10 June
2003 located in the transition region.
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Figure 2.13 Same as figure 2.12 except for 0737 UTC 24 June 2003 with
the inversions located between the surface and 815 hPa.
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Figure 2.14 Boxplot for the wet bulb potential temperature difference (K)
between the surface and melting level. The dashed lines rep-
resent the lowest percentile, the vertically oriented rectangle
represent the 25 and 75th percentile, the horizontal line within
the box represents the median, and the open circles represent
outliers.
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Figure 2.15 Boxplots as in figure 2.14 except for the vertical temperature
gradient (K km−1) of a) the lowest 0.3 km. and b) lowest 0.5
km. The solid horizontal lines represent the moist and dry
adiabatic temperature gradient.
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Figure 2.16 Boxplot of the vertical temperature gradient (K km−1) from
the melting level to the level of maximum saturated wet bulb
potential temperature.
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Figure 2.17 Same as figure 2.16 except for the relative humidity (%).
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Figure 2.18 Boxplots of the a)low-level and b) mid-level storm rela-
tive maximum U-wind speed (m s−1) and c) low-level and
d) mid-level pressure (hPa) of the maximum storm relative
U-wind speed.
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Figure 2.19 CFAD diagram depicting the storm relative u-wind speed
(m s−1) frequency (%) versus height relative to the melting
level. A value of 1 depicts the melting level height; 2 depicts
twice the melting level height.
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Figure 2.20 CFAD diagram depicting the binned relative humidity (%) fre-
quency (%) versus height relative to the melting level within
downdrafts (top), within updrafts (middle), and in the envi-
ronment (bottom).
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Figure 2.21 CFAD diagram depicting the binned perturbation wet bulb
potential temperature (K) frequency (%) relative to the surface
versus height relative to the melting level.
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Table 2.1 Table depicts the MCS subregion, number of soundings that fall
into the classification, number of low level saturated soundings
and the mean low level (course) reflectivity of the sonde at the
melting level.
MCS region Total Saturated Mean dBz
Environment G 55 NA NA
Leading Line F 34 NA NA
Transition E 34 13 27
Strat. Center D 29 5 35
Strat. Grad C 43 8 25
Back edge B 11 2 15
Wake A 37 0 NA
Total 215 26 NA
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Table 2.2 Table depicts the MCS subregion and percent of soundings that
contain an isothermal layer between -4 and 2◦C .
MCS region Objective Subjective Subjective Transition
Environment G 0 0 0
Leading Line F 12 15 24
Transition E 24 47 77
Strat. Center D 34 55 83
Strat. Grad C 25 21 70
Back edge B 9 18 55
Wake A 5 8 16
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CHAPTER 3. Idealized Mesoscale Convective System structure and
propagation using convective parameterization
A paper to be submitted to Monthly Weather Review
James Correia Jr., Raymond W. Arritt, and Christopher J. Anderson1
1 Forecast Systems Lab, Earth Science Research Laboratory, Boulder, CO
3.1 Abstract
We examine development and propagation of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) within
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model using the Kain-Fritsch (KF) cumulus
parameterization scheme and a modified version of this scheme. Specific mechanisms that lead
to propagation in the parameterized MCS are evaluated and compared between the versions of
the KF scheme. A sensitivity to the convective time step is identified and explored for its role
in scheme behavior. We also explore the sensitivity of parameterized convection propagation
to microphysical feedback and to the shape and magnitude of the convective heating profile.
Each version of the KF scheme has a favored calling frequency which alters the scheme’s
initiation frequency despite using the same convective trigger function. We propose that this
behavior results from interaction with computational damping in WRF. A propagating con-
vective system develops in simulations with both versions but the typical flow structures are
distorted (elevated ascending rear inflow as opposed to a descending rear inflow jet as is typ-
ically observed). We altered the shape and magnitude of the heating profile and found that
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this altered the propagation speed appreciably, even more so than the microphysical feed-
back. Microphysical feedback has a secondary role in producing realistic flow features via the
resolvable-scale model microphysics. Deficiencies associated with the schemes are discussed
and improvements are proposed.
3.2 Introduction
Improvements of prediction skill for weather and climate simulations having resolution too
coarse to explicitly resolve cloud processes requires clarification of how and why convective pa-
rameterizations fail. Molinari and Dudek (1992) ask that more studies document why cumulus
paramterization schemes (CPSs) succeed and fail. Cohen (2002) explored CPSs in an ideal-
ized sea breeze experiment with the National Center for Atmospheric Research/Pennsylvania
State University (NCAR/PSU) Mesoscale Model version 5 (MM5). Although only one sound-
ing was used and the resolution was coarse (40 km grid spacing), he showed which schemes
performed well and why certain schemes performed poorly. However, a description of why
the Kain-Fritsch (KF; Kain and Fritsch 1990) scheme performed well was not undertaken, as
that scheme was used as the metric to which all others were compared and contrasted. Zhang
et al. (2003) performed regional climate simulations showing how improved representations
of model physics improve the daily skill of these models. As global climate models approach
the grid spacing of current mesoscale models (10-20 km grid length), the representation of
mesoscale features using cumulus parameterization may become important to assessments of
global climate change. Thus improving existing, well-tested CPSs contributes both to short
and medium range weather forecasting and to regional and global climate modeling.
How can we detect the strengths and weaknesses of any CPS? Liu et al. (2001) examined
two-dimensional (2D) simulations with a fine grid length (1 km) compared to coarse grid
length (15 km) simulations using the KF scheme. The scheme was modified to more accurately
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represent tropical convection (trigger function, cloud radius, and depth of the source layer were
altered). They concluded that the KF CPS could simulate larger scale aspects of convection
but that shallow convection (cloud tops of half to six kilometers) could not be predicted, and
that the scheme over predicted over-shooting cloud tops. Among the deficiencies found, the
cloud mass flux was uniform with height and did not contain the variability found in the cloud
resolving model. They also noted benefit to the simplicity of the 2D framework for isolating
the strengths and weaknesses of the KF CPS.
Davis et al. (2003) showed that propagating convection failed to occur in an idealized
version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model using the KF CPS with 12
km grid spacing. Furthermore, propagating convection was absent or weak in time-mean
real data forecasts with the WRF model based on precipitation climatologies compared to
observations. They speculated that cold pools produced by CPSs were insufficiently cold to
permit propagation. However, Anderson et al. (2007) have shown that a modified version
of the KF scheme can produce propagating, nocturnal mesoscale convective systems (MCS).
Many authors (Zhang and Fritsch 1986, 1988, Zhang et al. 1994, and Kain and Fritsch 1998)
have shown that successful simulations of MCSs can be achieved with a CPS. Primarily these
simulations have used a grid spacing of 25 km as part of a nested configuration. It should also
be pointed out that most of the simulated MCSs (Zhang and Fritsch 1986, 1988, Zhang et al.
1994, Zhang et al. 1989, Belair and Mailhot 2001, Belair and Zhang 1997, and Stensrud and
Fritsch 1994) were associated with a translating synoptic scale 700-500 hPa trough.
What conditions may allow CPSs to produce propagating convection? Bukovsky et al.
(2006) found particular convective adjustment profiles which yielded propagating convection
using the Betts-Miller-Janjic (Janjic 1994) scheme. The scheme generated a deep layer of
cooling that invoked a gravity wave response such that the scheme produced propagating
convection. Indeed some observations of deep convection (of the MCS type) confirm that
deep layer cooling occurs within MCSs (Bryan, 2005). Fovell (2002, 2006) also noted that a
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gravity wave response triggered by diabatic heating in a high resolution squall line simulation
was partially responsible for the maintenance and propagation of the squall line. Cram et al.
(1992) noted that the propagation of a prefrontal squall line was related to convective scheme
tendencies which generated a gravity wave. The parameterized heating profile also contained a
deep layer of cooling. Such heating profiles have been identified primarily in trailing stratiform
regions of MCSs (Houze 1989).
We hypothesize that the KF class of CPSs is capable of developing propagating convection
due to parameterized downdrafts and outflow. As Kain et al. (2003) showed, the magnitude
of convective available potential energy (CAPE) determines the nature of the adjustment and
thus rainfall. It is the rainfall that helps determine the downdraft parcel paths and thus
the magnitude of the low level cooling. Thus examining the adjustment profiles from these
simulations should help in understanding why and how convection propagates in the model.
Given the success of Liu et al. (2001) in using a 2D model, we explore the behavior of the KF
class of CPSs in a set of idealized 2D squall line simulations. The 2D framework eliminates the
possibility that propagation is caused by a synoptic scale trough, which is appropriate because
our goal is to document “self-propagating” parameterized convection as opposed to convection
propagating in step with an upper level wave or front. The experiments are designed to explore
the dependence on model parameters of the temperature and moisture adjustments and to
examine the structure and propagation of the parameterized MCS. The paper is organized in
the following manner: section 2 contains the model and experimental design, section 3 explores
the control simulations while section 4 discusses the sensitivity simulations, and conclusions
are discussed in section 5.
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3.3 Model and experiment design
3.3.1 Numerical model
The WRF model (Version 2.1.1) is a non-hydrostatic mesoscale model that uses Runge-
Kutta third order time integration, fifth order horizontal advection, and third order vertical
advection on an Arakawa C-grid (Skamarock et al. 2005). The domain size is 2000 km in the
horizontal with a grid spacing of 10 km and 51 vertical levels (model top extends to 20 km).
The model is run with a time step of 3 seconds and integrated for 12 hours with output every
20 minutes. The microphysical scheme is the six class scheme from Hong et al. (2004) while
the planetary boundary layer scheme is from Hong et al. (2006) with a simplified surface layer
parameterization. The model uses diffusion in physical space, vertical velocity damping, and a
Rayleigh damping layer in the uppermost 5 km. As noted previously, to simplify the analysis
we use a 2D idealized squall line case. The WRF model is unique in that even in the 2D setting
the dynamical core is cast in 3D but the V wind components and accelerations are zero.
The experiments use a range of convective time steps (i.e., time between calls to the sub-
routine, denoted CDT) with each convection scheme tested. Preliminary tests were performed
with CDT varying from 1 to 9 minutes. Simulations were compared and found to exhibit
similarities with a discontinuity at 4 minutes. Thus 1 and 4 minute simulations are examined.
The 5-9 minute simulations were of little interest since they were very similar to the 4 minute
simulations.
The advective time scale in the KF CPS is defined as:
tadv =
dx
0.5(V500 + Vlcl)
(3.1)
where V500 is the wind speed (m s
−1) at 500 hPa, Vlcl is the wind speed at the lifting conden-
sation level (lcl) and dx is the grid spacing (m). The convective time scale tcon is obtained by
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applying a constraint for tadv with a range of 1800 to 3600 s
tcon =


3600s tadv > 3600s
tadv 1800s < tadv < 3600s
1800s tadv < 1800s
(3.2)
If the product of the mean wind and convective time scale exceeds the grid length, then
tendencies are applied only for the amount of time the convection will be in the grid box.
Two variations of the KF CPS are used: standard KF and the Anderson et al. (2007)
version (hereafter LF). The schemes have the same trigger function and so satisfy, to some
degree, the requirement proposed by Cohen (2002) that convection should trigger similarly in
all model runs. The trigger function is based on a temporal average of grid resolved vertical
motion. This vertical velocity is interpolated to zlcl, the height of the source layer mixture’s
LCL, to obtain wlcl. A resistance is then calculated as a function of zlcl:
wres = crzlcl, (3.3)
where cr = 10
−5s−1. The resistance is subtracted from wlcl and the resulting value is used to
calculate the temperature perturbation at the LCL:
DTlcl = α(wlcl − wres)
1
3 , (3.4)
where α = 0.4 Km−
1
3 s
1
3 . DTlcl is added to the temperature of the lifted parcel at the LCL
to determine the CAPE (undilute updraft parcel path). We forced the convective system to
initiate in a consistent manner by setting DTlcl to 0.5 K at one grid point at the initial time.
The resulting scheme activation then began a cascade of effects which further triggered the
scheme to activate.
3.3.2 Experiment design
We tested the schemes by (i) altering the CPS microphysics to produce less convective pre-
cipitation, (ii) modifying the downdraft temperature effects in the lowest levels, (iii) changing
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the convective time step, and (iv) testing three idealized profiles to determine the sensitivity
to the magnitude and shape of the heating. The experiments are described and abbreviated
according to table 3.1.
In order to examine how scheme design affects convective propagation we isolate the ma-
jor scheme components and how they alter the resulting propagating convection (table 3.1).
The schemes have two basic elements which, as we will show later, affect propagation: (i)
temperature and moisture tendencies, and (ii) microphysical tendencies. The temperature and
moisture tendencies arise due to the schemes’ closure being satisfied (the removal of 90% of the
CAPE via a combination of updrafts, downdrafts and compensating subsidence). The process
by which this occurs is sensitive to the environmental sounding as it determines the magni-
tude of CAPE. The microphysical tendencies respond to the magnitude of CAPE as well but
depend on tunable parameters that control how much of the convective rainfall is partitioned
into water species.
The KFmR simulations (where m corresponds to CDT in minutes) vary the partitioning
between rainfall and grid-scale microphysical feedback in order to test what role the micro-
physical or temperature tendencies play in convective propagation. The partitioning is altered
so as to increase microphysical tendencies thus reducing convective rainfall. The KFmS simu-
lation simply sets all microphysical tendencies in the column to zero. The KFmL simulation
sets low level negative temperature tendencies to zero, thus preventing any low level cooling
or cold pool. The only processes that could contribute to cold pool formation are explicitly
resolved precipitation reaching the ground.
Simulations KFmA, KFmB, and KFmC use varying magnitudes of heating and cooling to
examine how a deeper cold pool influences propagation. The KFmA simulations use a heating
profile similar to that found by Bukovsky et al. (2006) where the low level cooling depth extends
to 4 km and the maximum heating is applied at 6km. The magnitude of the maximum heating
is set at 3 K while maximum cooling is set at -3 K. KFmB halves the heating and cooling rates.
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KFmC is similar to KFmA except the heating maximum is 1.5 K. KFmC tests the response
to the upper level heating magnitude.
3.4 Control simulations
We use an initial thermodynamic sounding (figure 3.1) that has previously been used to
study 2D squall lines (Rotunno et al. 1988, Pandya and Durran 1996, and Bryan et al. 2006).
The wind shear is confined to the lowest 2.5 km where the wind speed at the lowest model
level is -10 m s−1 and decreases linearly to zero at 2.5 km. This sounding has been found to
produce a trailing stratiform MCS in many models (Bryan et al. 2006) and thus we expect to
see a similar response in our simulations. We performed a test with the WRF model using 1
km grid length and a trailing stratiform MCS developed. Characteristics of the simulated MCS
included a descending rear inflow jet, front to rear jump updraft and an overturning updraft.
We expect some aspects of the 1 km simulation to be represented by the 10 km simulations.
The simulations presented here all produce propagating organized convection, which we re-
fer to as MCSs. This is not in agreement with Davis et al. (2003) who found that parameterized
convection was weak and failed to organize and propagate, using the same two-dimensional
WRF model albeit with 12km grid spacing, a slightly different sounding (same shear, less
CAPE, and more convective inhibition), and different initiation method. We tested the cold
pool initiation method and still found propagating convection. Our goal is not to test convec-
tive initiation sensitivity to the sounding but rather to examine the mechanisms of propagating
convection in these simulations.
3.4.1 Propagation
Carbone et al. (1990) describe the difference between transportive and propagating systems
in that transportive systems move with the mean wind while propagating systems move faster
than the mean wind (in a wave-like fashion). Given our idealized wind profile, the propagation
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speeds of the simulated MCSs (table 3.2) are larger than the mean wind (which is very close
to zero due to the reverse shear flow which develops once the simulated MCS produces outflow
in the anvil). Thus, all simulations exhibit propagating convection.
We examine the dependence of each scheme’s propagation and evolution on the convective
time step using Hovmoeller diagrams for KFm and LFm (figure 3.2). The KF scheme is more
sensitive to the convective time step than is the LF scheme. The schemes may be affected
by the convective time step through their dependence on the grid scale vertical velocity. We
hypothesize that such an influence arises because more time between convective calls allows
computational diffusion to damp out short wavelength vertical velocity features, limiting the
positive feedback between the cumulus tendencies and model dynamics.
A subjective analysis, as depicted by the Hovmoeller diagrams, reveals that in both the LF
and KF schemes MCSs begin propagating around the 3 hour simulation time. This coincides
with the time when the number of active grid points is 4 or greater (not shown). Since damping
decreases as wavelength increases, we speculate that this number of consecutively active grid
points corresponds to a wavelength just large enough to survive the model damping and allow
upscale growth.
3.4.2 Gravity waves
Most of the simulations have scheme activation ahead of the gust front. The persistence
of scheme activation well in advance of the gust front was investigated by examining cross
sections of vertical velocity. Hovmoeller diagrams of vertical velocity reveal the presence of
gravity wave motions similar to those shown by Fovell (2002). The first gravity wave mode is a
tropospheric deep subsidence wave (figure 3.3). The LF scheme generates stronger subsidence
than KF while each scheme’s response is stronger with a larger CDT. Overall the time of
gravity wave generation appears to be linked to an increase in the number of active grid points
(not shown). The model diabatic heating (figure 3.3) appears to play a direct role in both
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MCS propagation and the generation of secondary wave modes (the so called “n=2” mode
described by Mapes 1993).
Examination of the vertical velocity and diabatic heating suggests that the wave activity
emanates from areas where large diabatic heating/cooling occur. Since the region of grid scale
diabatic heating is embedded within a region of active parameterized convection the gravity
waves remain obscured. Once the convective tendencies are applied the vertical motion profile
is determined mostly by the convective heating, thus obscuring the relatively small vertical
motion due to the gravity waves. Power spectra analysis (not shown) indicated that the waves
aliased into a number of scales and frequencies rendering an analysis of the characteristics
of these waves fruitless. Although they are obscured, these waves have been inferred via the
convective scheme activation ahead of the cold pool, but quickly the convective tendencies
overwhelm these circulations.
Kain and Fritsch (1998) showed that moist absolutely unstable layers (MAULs; Bryan and
Fritsch 2000) were present in all successful MCS simulations. Soundings at grid points with
large diabatic heating rates show MAULs (figure 3.4). These MAULs were relatively deep (25-
500 hPa) and produced both the deep tropospheric subsidence wave and the resulting “n=2”
mode. It was not possible to discern how the generated wave from the MAUL interacted with
the convective tendencies, but the MAUL appeared to have a locally positive impact on the
strength of the waves’ circulation as measured by the magnitude of the vertical velocity close
to the MCS (5-7 grid points away from active convection). Over time, subsequent generated
waves appear to move with the MCS as opposed to faster than the system. We suspect that
the MAULs are controlling the propagation via the “n=2” wave, since the waves coincide
with propagation of the parameterized convection. Tracing these waves back to the source
is impossible given the obscuration of convectively generated gravity waves by the convective
heating profile.
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3.4.3 Spatial structure
What properties make the parameterized convection propagate? We compare the spatial
structures across convective time steps with each scheme to see what makes them different. The
mean cross sections are constructed by averaging the vertical profiles relative to the gust front.
Here the gust front is identified by the location of the -1 K potential temperature perturbation
that coincides with active convection. From this reference point we extract variables 200 km
on either side of the gust front.
Pandya and Durran (1996) used 2D simulations at 1 km grid spacing with prescribed
thermal forcing to simulate a squall line. They found that certain configurations (their figure
20) of “parameterized” heating and cooling favored a realistic, propagating squall line. When
the configuration resembled a strictly vertical arrangement (such as might be found from a
CPS) the squall line contained an elevated rear inflow jet that was too strong, deep anvil
outflow that was too low, and front to rear flow that was disrupted. The configuration that
best resembled observations was when the low level cooling lagged the deeper heating and
both were tilted rearward. Thus horizontal gradients of thermal forcing were associated with
a realistic depiction of a squall line. The following subsections will examine the gradients of
heating in our simulations and draw a comparison to Pandya and Durran (1996).
We also examine mean cross sections of the parameterized adjustment and the grid scale
response to see if realistic flow features develop that lead to propagation. Parker and Johnson
(2004, herafter PJ04) discuss the flow features that describe a realistic front-fed trailing strati-
form (TS) MCS. The major flow branches include (i) a front to rear storm relative inflow that
ascends and weakly overturns while some of this flow exits the convective region with some
of its momentum, and (ii) a rear to front mid-level flow that is a response to a quasi-static
pressure minimum driven by hydrometeor loading, melting, evaporation and sublimation that
then descends owing to the downward accelerations.
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3.4.3.1 1 minute CDT
The KF1 simulation gust front is situated at grid point 120 (figure 3.5a) and separates two
areas of active convection. Convection directly ahead of the gust front or buoyancy gradient
(figure 3.6a) is triggered by a gravity wave in advance of the simulated MCS (it appears to be
weak in the figure because of the averaging performed to capture the mean structure of the
simulation). The structure of the MCS resembles the conceptual model of PJ04, with a front
to rear flow branch that overturns, but rear inflow is weak. Composite mean vertical velocity
is predominantly upward and maximizes in the low levels near the leading edge of the gust
front. Mean vertical velocity is weak in what may be described as the trailing stratiform region
(note that the weak temperature adjustment towards the rear of the gust front resembles the
shape of the stratiform rain region).
Parameterized heating in the MCS is represented by the total temperature adjustment that
the scheme computes. Heating and cooling strengthen toward the gust front region. To the rear
of the MCS heating weakens and is primarily elevated with only weak cooling below. Detrained
cloud water tendencies are small (figure 3.6a) and non-convective (i.e., grid-resolved) rainfall is
virtually non-existent. The cloud field is less developed because the number of activated grid
points is halved compared to the LF4 and KF4 simulations (table 3.3). Convective rainfall
rates also are small (<3 mm hr−1) and the parameterized cooling yields a shallow cold pool.
The large values of detrained ice are a product of the scheme design in that most hydrometeor
mass is transported aloft and detrained in the anvil.
The LF1 simulation exhibits similar characteristics to KF1 but does not have the spurious
convection immediately ahead of the gust front. There is spurious convection well in advance
of the gust front (figure 3.2). The front to rear flow branch overturns through out the MCS
and rear inflow is weak (figure 3.5b). The mean vertical velocity at the gust front is stronger
than in KF1 and resembles a jump updraft. The gust front not only is deeper but also is
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cooler which allows for a larger vertical velocity at and above the gust front. Note also that
the upward vertical velocity extends across the stratiform rain region.
The parameterized heating in LF1 resembles the shape as might be seen in a typical MCS
vertical cross section on radar. Compared to KF1 there is more 2D structure to the heating
gradients. The detrained cloud water is nearly an order of magnitude larger in LF1 despite
detrained ice having a similar magnitude as in KF1 (figure 3.6). This additional water leads to
significant non-convective rainfall rates which increase to the rear of the system. The jump in
non-convective rainfall rate is associated with downdrafts toward the rear of the system. The
convective rainfall rate is largest at the gust front and tails off to the rear of the MCS. This
is consistent with what Zhang et al. (1994) proposed for parameterized MCSs, namely that
there should be a transition between sub-grid and grid resolved processes. However there is
double counting where both sub-grid and grid scale processes are active. This double counting
is unavoidable since the CPS has hydrometeor tendencies only where the scheme is active.
3.4.3.2 4 minute CDT
The KF4 simulation has less spurious convection ahead of the gust front in comparison to
KF1 (figure 3.7a versus figure 3.5a). The cold pool is deeper and cooler, and now a jump updraft
is present. Rear inflow is not visible in the composite. The mean vertical velocity maximizes
in the low levels at and above the gust front and remains upward in the stratiform rain region,
albeit disorganized. The differences between KF4 and KF1 are much more pronounced than
the differences between the KF4, LF1 and LF4 simulations. As stated previously, KF1 has
substantially fewer active grid points and thus exhibits different behavior.
The structure of the parameterized heating in KF4 more closely resembles that in LF1 than
in KF1 (figure 3.7a), but differences in the depth of the heating are apparent. Detrained cloud
ice is substantially larger in KF4 than in LF1 but cloud water in KF4 is similar to LF1 (figure
3.8a). The microphysical tendencies are not linked vertically because of the small magnitudes
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of cloud water. This is reflected in the small and uniform non-convective rainfall rates. We
infer that both parameterized cooling and small non-convective rainfall rates are responsible
for the deeper and cooler cold pool in KF4 compared to LF1. The convective rainfall peaks at
the gust front and decreases rearward.
The LF4 simulation is very similar to LF1 with the exception of some spurious activations
ahead of the MCS (figure 3.7b). The gravity wave activity has increased and is manifested
as spurious activations both well ahead of and immediately near the gust front (figures 3.2,
3.7 and 3.8). Both LF simulations tend to generate strong gravity wave induced upward
motion, resulting in spurious activations through the vertical velocity dependence of the trigger
function. The mean vertical velocity in LF4 is very similar to that in LF1 with the only
substantive difference being the lack of strong downward motion well to the rear of the gust
front. The main differences in microphysical tendencies are the reduction in cloud mixing ratio
to the rear, weaker convective rainfall rate maximum and the uniform non-convective rainfall
rates (figure 3.8).
3.4.3.3 Discussion
The analysis thus far has shown that both 4 minute CDT simulations adequately invoke
a grid scale response that helps develop the surface based cold pool and mimics the heating
gradients depicted by Pandya and Durran (1996). There is a benefit to picking an appropriate
convective time step as this influences scheme activation and thus the microphysical effects
generated by the schemes. Recall that little non-convective rainfall was generated in the
KF simulations. Only the LF scheme, which has substantially larger hydrometeor feedback,
produced significant non-convective rainfall. The KF simulations tended to have lower non-
convective rainfall rates and warmer cold pools.
The mechanism for propagation appears to be a positive feedback between convective ten-
dencies and grid-scale vertical velocity. Gravity waves are continually generated in the con-
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vective region and propagate ahead of the MCS. As the low-level positive vertical velocity
produced by the gravity wave circulation moves ahead it preconditions the low level envi-
ronment for convective initiation. When the wave amplifies away from the convective region
vertical velocity increases and scheme activation occurs. However there are occasions when
the downward circulation branch of the gravity wave is near the gust front thus inhibiting
convective initiation via the trigger function.
The strength of the gravity wave is linked to the convective time step and vertical location
of maximum heating. This can be seen as delayed onset of negative vertical velocity when
comparing KF1 to KF4 (time step dependence) and KF4 to LF4 (location of maximum heating)
in figure 3.3. Earlier we proposed that the convective time step dependence is present because
model diffusion damps the vertical velocity of poorly resolved developing waves. We propose
further that the KF scheme has a greater sensitivity to the convective time step than the LF
scheme since detrainment occurs lower in the LF scheme, compensating subsidence is spread
over a deeper layer, and the resulting warming is not as large as in KF. Since the detrainment
in KF is higher and confined to fewer layers the subsidence and thus heating is enhanced near
the level of equilibrium temperature. The vertical location of maximum heating is lower in the
LF than in the KF simulations and is positioned below the upper level jet in a location where
the waves grow rapidly.
The time of convective propagation coincides with two major developments: MAUL produc-
tion and an increase in the number of adjacent, convectively active grid points. Computational
damping in the model is strongly wavelength dependent, so having more grid points active pro-
duces larger (i.e., longer wavelength) vertical velocity structures that can better survive the
model damping. The LF scheme, which also begins propagating when four or more grid points
become active, does not have the same CDT dependence. The interaction between the MAUL,
number of activated grid points and convective tendencies appears to play a role in the “n=2”
gravity wave mode.
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3.5 Sensitivity tests
So far we have seen how each scheme produces propagating convection. How sensitive is
the structure and propagation to details of the scheme design? We seek to understand which
part of the scheme design (vertical location of heating maximum, magnitude of detrained water
substance, or depth of low level cooling) produces or inhibits propagation. The LF scheme has
a lower level of maximum heating and more detrained water substance, but the propagation
speeds are comparable to those obtained with the KF scheme despite improved representa-
tion of cloud structures. We now test the hypothesis that it is the cloud model temperature
adjustment as opposed to the hydrometeor feedback that dominates how fast the parameter-
ized squall line propagates. We perform a set of three tests whereby we impose the following
changes in both the KF and LF schemes:
1. Suppress (KF4S; LF4S) or enhance (KF4R; LF4R) the hydrometeor feedback;
2. Suppress the low level cooling artificially (KF4L; LF4L);
3. Artificially adjust the heating profile to alter the position and magnitude of the heating
aloft, or reduce the strength of the low level cooling (KF4A, B, C; LF4A, B, C).
3.5.1 Microphysical feedback
The KF4S and LF4S simulations set all hydrometeor feedbacks to zero. The propagation
speed of both KF4S and LF4S are slower than in KF1, LF1 and KF4 while that for LF4S
increases relative to LF4. The Hovmoeller diagrams for KF4S (figure 3.9a) show very slow
propagation speed and no grid resolved rainfall. LF4S (figure 3.10a) initially generates grid
resolved rainfall but this fades to absent as the MCS begins propagating faster. The spatial
structure revealed very little cloud and virtually no structure for KF4S and a similar negative
impact for LF4S (not shown). For both simulations non-convective rainfall is absent while the
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convective rainfall rate is markedly peaked and narrow. From these results it is clear that the
grid scale rainfall depends on the hydrometeor feedback.
In KF4S and LF4S the gravity wave activity is similar to KF4 and LF4, respectively.
Despite similar gravity wave structures, the MCS in LF4S moves faster than in LF4 but it is
not clear why. Perhaps other gravity wave modes emerge but this is difficult to discern due
to scheme activation in the suspected wave region. The heating profile creates a deep ascent
profile which, if enough grid points are active, can obscure the gravity waves.
The amount of condensate lost (δrc) by the updraft in a given layer, δz, is specified in the
Kain-Fritsch parameterization as:
δrc = rco(1.0 − exp
−c1δz
w ) (3.5)
where rco is the condensate at the bottom of the layer, c1 is the rate constant and w is the
updraft vertical velocity. Simulations KF4R and LF4R change c1 from 0.01 s
−1 to 0.005 s−1,
which directly increases the hydrometeor feedback while decreasing the convective precipi-
tation. The Hovmoeller diagram for KF4R (figure 3.9b) depicts a much reduced convective
rainfall rate and an increase in the number of grid points activated ahead of the MCS. The
additional activations ahead of the MCS are attributed to gravity waves that have a low level
upward vertical velocity that is able to overcome the resistance in the trigger function. These
gravity waves are present in LF4R (figure 3.10b); however, the convective heating profile is
such that the rainfall areas do not propagate (activated grid points are stationary and do not
spread downstream with the wave). Eventually the parameterized MCS merges with these
gravity wave initiated areas of convection.
The propagation speeds are only slightly faster in both KF4R and LF4R than in their
respective control runs (KF4 and LF4) indicating that enhanced feedback does not contribute
significantly to propagation speed. The cloud fields expand in both simulations despite the
slight increase in rain and snow feedback and the reduced convective precipitation rate. With
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the additional hydrometeor feedback the dynamic structure of the MCS has changed little.
Comparing with the previous sensitivity simulations, the respective gravity wave struc-
tures for the LF simulations occurs earlier, while for the KF simulations the gravity waves
amplified enough to activate the scheme. The gravity waves play a crucial role in these spu-
rious activations. It appears that a large grid resolved microphysical heating in combination
with the parameterized heating is sufficient to trigger these waves. The increased hydrometeor
feedbacks cause both the KF4R and LF4R simulations to produce strong gravity waves.
3.5.2 Elimination of low level cooling
The KF4L and LF4L simulations eliminate low level cooling in the scheme (set all negative
temperature tendencies in the scheme to zero) after the first hour of simulation time. While not
physically realistic, this experiment allows us to examine whether propagation is directly linked
to the maintenance and intensity of parameterized low level cooling. The same procedure was
used by Spencer and Stensrud (1998) to simulate flash flood events.
The propagation rate for these simulations is largely unchanged (table 3.2, figures 3.9c
and 3.10c) compared to their respective control runs. The only way to strengthen the cold
pool in KF4L and LF4L is by microphysical processes on resolved scales. This does not occur
and as a result the MCSs propagated similarly to KF4 and LF4. The gravity wave response
was similar between KF4L and LF4L again underscoring the importance of the heating profile
in generating the waves. It is difficult to discern the wave response in conjunction with the
gust front but given the similar propagation speeds to the control simulations, the absence of
parameterized low level cooling has little effect. We can surmise that the gravity waves have
more of an impact than does the parameterized gust front. Thus we proceed to explore further
the role of the temperature adjustment based on the recent work of Bukovsky et al. (2006).
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3.5.3 Specified adjustment
We performed three additional simulations for each version of the scheme to test how the
temperature adjustment affects the propagation speed. We specified an adjustment profile with
a cosine function containing a minimum at the surface and a maximum near 6 km, linearly
decreasing to zero between 6 km and cloud top (table 3.4, figure 3.11). Simulations KF4A,
LF4A increase the cooling rate and deepen the layer that is cooled while simulations KF4B,
LF4B and KF4C, LF4C have a reduced cooling rate compared to KF4 and LF4. Simulations
KF4B, LF4B and KF4C, LF4C also have a reduced heating rate aloft. Since these simulations
are artificial in that only the temperature profile was adjusted (and all other scheme behavior
was left untouched), they provide a basis for understanding the previous sensitivity to height
of the level of maximum heating and to strength and depth of the cold pool.
Trier et al. (1996) examined the integrated low level buoyancy,
B = g(
θ
′
¯θ(z)
+ 0.61q′v − qc − qr − qi − qs − qg) (3.6)
C2 =
∫ z
0
B(z)dz (3.7)
where z was 2 km deep and C2 is the square of the theoretical cold pool propagation speed,
in close proximity to the gust front to estimate the theoretical cold pool propagation speed.
The propagation speeds of our specified adjustment profile simulations are within 10% of the
theoretical cold pool propagation speed (not shown). KF4A, B, C and LF4A, B, C (figures 3.12
and 3.13) produce propagation that is steady and is linked directly to the initial propagating
gravity waves.
The first two simulations (A and B) show that the shape of the heating pattern plays a
critical role in parameterized MCS propagation. Setting the cold pool depth to near 3 km
produces propagation for all tested magnitudes of cooling. The heating maximum location
replicates a gravity wave (e.g., Fovell 2002) in the KF scheme and enhances a similar wave in
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the LF scheme. The magnitude of the heating maximum (B and C) plays a crucial role in the
development and strength of the upper level outflow as depicted by the u wind field just below
and near the top of the parameterized heating (not shown).
In contrast to KF4A, the KF scheme typically produces strong upper level outflow, max-
imum heating at higher levels and moderate but shallow low level cooling. The LF scheme is
similar but with a lower level of maximum heating. The KF and LF cloud models are unable to
produce the heating profile Bukovsky et al. (2006) found necessary for propagation with their
CPS. This would require redesigning the cloud model to reduce the updraft heating, enhance
the downdraft cooling or both.
3.6 Conclusions
We have investigated propagation of parameterized convection in the KF class of CPSs
through two-dimensional idealized squall line simulations with a grid length of 10 km. These
simulations examined the sensitivity to the convective time step, the effects of hydrometeor
feedback, and the importance of the vertical heating/cooling profile.
Major findings include:
1. Mean cross sections of parameterized tendencies resemble only vertical gradients of heating
similar to what Pandya and Durran (1996) found for underdeveloped squall lines. The scheme
produces a heating/cooling dipole that is vertically aligned rather than tilted rearward as in
well-developed squall lines.
2. Hydrometeor feedback is important to developing grid resolved circulations. Unfortunately
the hydrometeor tendencies, no matter how large, are not enough to correct for the vertical
heating/cooling orientation. Suppressed hydrometeor feedbacks make little difference to the
parameterized MCS propagation speed.
3. The LF heating profile, with its lower level of maximum heating compared to the unmodi-
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fied KF, produces a gravity wave response which resembles that found by Fovell (2002). The
unmodified KF produces an elevated heating maximum which does not produce a strong grav-
ity wave. We suggest that the relatively weak low-level response is damped by the model’s
computational diffusion, thereby introducing a convective time step dependence as found in
our results.
4. Simulations with an artificially altered heating profile reveal that the magnitude of upper
level heating is important for the development of upper level outflow.
5. The depth of low level cooling is more important to propagation than is the magnitude
of low level cooling. The heating produced atop the cold pool in the control simulations acts
to retard the cold pool propagation. When the cold pool is deeper the propagation speed
increases to the theoretical cold pool propagation speed (Rotunno et al. 1988).
The trigger function is identical in all of the simulations. Thus it is clear that the cloud
model (tendency feedback) is as important to the initiation of convection as the trigger function.
This feedback allows vertical velocity to grow ahead of the parameterized squall line which in
turn activates the scheme via the trigger function. The gust front helps amplify the vertical
motion already present due to the scheme.
The results suggest that two processes are of fundamental importance for propagation:
depth of low level cooling and the location of the heating maximum. Although hydrometeor
feedbacks appear to be important, their absence does not prevent the MCS from forming.
However, many studies (Zhang and Fritsch 1988, Zhang et al. 1989, Stensrud and Fritsch
1994, and Spencer and Stensrud 1998) have shown that a large grid resolved response in a
saturated environment has been necessary to the successful simulation of MCSs using this
CPS. Pandya and Durran (1996) have shown that the rearward tilted heating/cooling dipole
is very important for squall lines, but we could not duplicate a tilted pattern with this non-
evolving cloud model.
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Future work should include modifying the cloud model to realistically produce propagation
rates comparable to observations. This should not be done arbitrarily, but in a manner that
mimics the observed behavior of deep convection. This may be possible by stabilizing the
column in successive layers (top down as opposed to bottom up), thus creating a heating
profile which, in the time average sense, slopes rearward with height. To achieve a realistic
thermal structure of MCSs the CPS must be able to vary the maximum heating/cooling in both
the horizontal and vertical. This type of modification should affect how the scheme evolves at a
specified grid point and may allow the scheme to exhibit better temporal characteristics which
in turn should mimic observed MCSs. Achieving a heating profile with spatial dependence
similar to that used by Pandya and Durran (1996) should allow better representation of MCSs.
The work presented here highlights fundamental deficiencies with the KF class of CPSs.
The KF schemes (and most other convective parameterizations) lack a temporal component
in which the source layer rises with time along with the maximum of heating as found by
Pandya and Durran (1996). An evolutionary component such as that proposed by Moncrieff
and Liu (2006) may be appropriate for this CPS. Some of these issues may be related to the
trigger function, in that the resistance may be too weak to prevent further activation after some
degree of stabilization has occurred. Further exploration of the interaction between the trigger
function and cloud model is warranted given the strong gravity wave response generated by
MAULs. It remains to be seen if the 2D results presented here are applicable in 3D real-data
simulations depicting propagating parameterized convection.
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Figure 3.1 Skew T-log P depicting temperature (black line, ◦F) and dew
point temperature (gray line, ◦F) used to initialize the model.
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Figure 3.2 Hovmo¨ller diagrams of convective rainfall rate (mm hr−1 shaded
according to the color bar) and grid resolved rainfall (contoured
at intervals of 0.5, 5, and 20 mm hr−1).
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Figure 3.3 Hovmo¨ller diagrams of the vertical velocity at 6 km (contoured
positive solid and negative dashed at ± 0.04 and ± 0.15 m s−1)
and diabatic heating (shaded according to the color bar in K
hr−1) for the 1 minute a)KF b) LF and 4 minute c) KF and d)
LF scheme.
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Figure 3.4 Sample sounding depicting the MAUL from the KF4 simulation.
The MAUL is located from 850 to 600 hPa.
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Figure 3.5 One minute CDT mean cross sections for a) KF scheme and b)
LF scheme. The total temperature adjustment (shaded accord-
ing to the color bar; K), along with the scaled (vertical velocity
multiplied by 10) vector flow field in the plane of the model, ver-
tical velocity (solid contours at 0.5, 0.5, and 1 m s−1 with 0.2
dashed) and cloud outline (darkened contour of 10−4 kg kg−1).
The cloud outline is obtained from the sum of all microphysical
species mixing ratios (cloud, rain, ice, snow and graupel).
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Figure 3.6 Same as Figure 3.5 except the rain (shaded from 0.1 to 30.1 by
3 g kg−1 s−1) and ice (contoured from 0.1 to 30.1 by 5 × 10−3
kg kg−1 s−1) hydrometeor tendencies are shown, along with the
negative buoyancy (dashed with values of -0.3, -0.2, -0.15, -0.1,
-0.05, and -0.001 m s−2; buoyancy not contoured above 8.7 km)
and cloud outline (darkened contour of 10−4 kg kg−1).
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Figure 3.7 Same as Figure 3.4 except for the four minute CDT.
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figure 3.5 except for the four minute CDT.
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Figure 3.9 Hovmo¨ller diagrams depicting the convective rainfall rate (mm
hr−1) for experiments a) KF4S b) KF4R c) KF4L.
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Figure 3.10 Same as figure 3.9 except for experiments a) LF4S b) LF4R c)
LF4L.
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Figure 3.11 Specified temperature adjustment (K per 30 min.) profiles A,
B, C and for strong adjustments found in the KF4 and LF4
simulations. The same adjustment profiles were used for both
KF and LF simulations.
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Figure 3.12 Hovmo¨ller diagrams depicting the convective rainfall rate (mm
hr−1) for experiments a) KF4A, b) KF4B, c) KF4C.
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Figure 3.13 Same as figure 3.11 except for experiments a) LF4A, b) LF4B,
c) LF4C.
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Table 3.1 The naming conventions used along with a description of the KF
and LF experiments. LF abbreviations/descriptions are similar
and thus not repeated. The letter “m” is replaced by the convec-
tive time step ( m = 1 for one minute; m = 4 for four minutes).
Simulation Description
KFm Control KF simulation with 1 minute CDT.
KFmR Same as KFm except the convective precipitation
is reduced and more condensate is fed back to the grid.
KFmL Same as KFm except that negative parameterized
temperature tendencies are not allowed.
KFmS Same as KFm except no condensate is allowed to
be fed back to the grid.
KFmA An imposed heating profile is used in place of the
cloud model, where the negative parameterized temperature
tendencies extend to 4 km and the heating maximum lies at 6km.
KFmB Similar to KFmA except the magnitude of the
cooling/heating is cut in half.
KFmC Similar to KFmA except the heating maximum is cut in half.
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Table 3.2 Propagation speed (m s−1) of the parameterized MCS for each
CPS used.
Simulation Propagation Speed Simulation Propagation Speed
1km 6.7 1km 6.7
KF1 11.4 KF4 9.1
LF1 8.3 LF4 8.3
KF1R 5.3 KF4R 10.6
LF1R 9.9 LF4R 9.9
KF1L M KF4L 8.3
LF1L 8.3 LF4L 8.3
KF1S 9.1 KF4S 7.6
LF1S 8.3 LF4S 9.1
KF1A 25.3 KF4A 21.1
LF1A 26.9 LF4A 24.5
KF1B 18.3 KF4B 16.0
LF1B 22.0 LF4B 19.9
KF1C 24.5 KF4C 20.1
LF1C 25.3 LF4C 22.7
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Table 3.3 The number of active grid points is shown for each control sim-
ulation over the entire 12 hour period.
Experiment Number of active grid points
KF1 124
LF1 244
KF4 232
LF4 238
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Table 3.4 Experiment design for the specified adjustment simulations. LF
abbreviations are similar and thus not repeated. The letter “m”
is replaced by the convective time step ( m = 1 for one minute;
m = 4 for four minutes).
Experiment Max heating Level of Max. heating Max cooling Level of max cooling
KFmA +3.0 K 6 km -3.0 K 0.25 km
KFmB +1.5 K 6 km -1.5 K 0.25 km
KFmC +1.5 K 6 km -3.0 K 0.25 km
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CHAPTER 4. Boundary layer development in parameterized and explicit
simulations prior to the initiation of deep convection
A paper to be submitted to Weather and Forecasting
James Correia Jr. and Raymond W. Arritt
4.1 Abstract
The vertical profiles of temperature and moisture produced by planetary boundary layer
(PBL) parameterizations are known to be biased. We examine two PBL parameterizations
and quantify the effect of these biases on the development of deep convection in parameterized
and explicit convection simulations. The Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) and Yonsei University
(YSU) PBL schemes produce boundary layer profiles that are biased cool and moist and
warm and dry, respectively. We further compare two variations of the Kain-Fritsch convective
parameterization scheme to see if the PBL biases effect the initiation and organization of
convection.
The major findings are that the MYJ scheme has greater vertical velocity near the PBL top
and greater low level averaged virtual potential temperature compared to the YSU scheme.
The initiation of convection in the MYJ simulation lagged observations by 1 hour whereas
the YSU simulation was 2 hours late, displaced eastward, and remained unorganized for 1-2
hours. Boundary layer moisture profiles in both schemes showed large errors compared to
observations. Surface fluxes of heat and moisture differed slightly between the schemes and
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were consistent with differences in boundary layer development between the observations and
models. Cumulus parameterizations were found to conceal a distinct PBL scheme dependence
on vertical velocity which is amplified in explicit simulations. The PBL temperature and
moisture biases in explicit simulations play a large role in determining PBL development and
convective initiation. The PBL scheme design affects convective initiation, organization and
longevity of the convection through the interaction between the PBL scheme vertical mixing
and the resulting vertical velocity.
4.2 Introduction
recently, interest in cloud-resolving simulations (Weisman et al. 1997 and Bryan et al. 2003)
has increased largely because computing resources have increased dramatically. Large domain
simulations at near cloud-resolving resolution (grid spacing of <4 km) are still computationally
expensive, especially for long term simulations required for the regional and global climate
modeling community. It is expected that the use of cumulus parameterization schemes (CPS)
will remain necessary in global and regional climate models until computational power becomes
adequate to support superparameterization (Arakawa 2004).
Recent near cloud-resolving (4 km grid spacing) simulation experiments with the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF, Skamarock et al. 2005) model showed inherent predictability
of mesoscale convective systems (MCS; Done et al. 2004 and Trier et al. 2006). Some MCSs
were predicted up to 30 h in advance. Results thus far have been promising with realistic
mesoscale depictions of MCSs, although there are times when MCSs are either over- or under-
predicted in terms of longevity, spatial coverage or location (Done et al. 2004).
Even with the success of near cloud-resolving simulations, Kain et al. (2006) has shown
that forecasters do not have the same confidence in explicit as parameterized grid forecasts
of precipitation due to the general lack of knowledge of model biases such as precipitation
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error due to spatial and temporal shift or magnitude. Wang and Seaman (1997) compared
forecasts of precipitation with different cumulus parameterizations to examine the general
skill of each model configuration. There exists little research (e.g. Zhang and Fritsch 1988)
using multiple representations of the planetary boundary layer (PBL), land surface models
(LSM) and microphysical schemes to document model bias in precipitation or boundary layer
representation. Davis et al. (2006b) found that near cloud-resolving simulations (which used the
Yonsei University or YSU PBL scheme) tended to over predict areal coverage of precipitation
and produced too many long-lived MCSs. This is in general agreement with Done et al. (2004)
who subjectively analyzed the same data. An analysis comparing the effects of PBL schemes
on development of deep convection is warranted to begin understanding the biases seen in
Davis et al. (2006a and b) and Done et al. (2004).
The importance of PBL and land surface models (LSMs) in MCS forecasts lies in the
transport of heat and water vapor from the land surface to the surface layer and its subsequent
mixing into the PBL. Trier et al. (2004) showed how the skill of forecasting convective initiation
(CI) improved when using a high resolution soil moisture analysis due to more realistic soil
moisture gradients. Recent explicit grid simulations using the YSU (Hong et al. 2006) modified
Medium Range Forecast (MRF, Hong and Pan 1996) scheme have revealed an afternoon PBL
that was too deep and dry resulting in removal of the elevated inversion (cap) and reduced
convective available potential energy (CAPE). Other notable biases included a night time
surface layer that was too moist and vertical structures that were too smooth (Kain 2006,
personal communication). The Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Janjic 1994) scheme has been
known to produce thermodynamic boundary layers that are too shallow and moist (Zhang
and Zheng 2004, Jankov et al. 2005, Bright and Mullen 2002, and Kain et al. 2006). The
differences between the two schemes cause the MYJ scheme to generate larger values of CAPE
and reduced values of convective inhibition. The YSU uses first order closure based on an
assumed profile of exchange coefficients to mix the PBL while the MYJ uses turbulence kinetic
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energy and local gradients to mix within the PBL. Thus the intensity of mixing in YSU ignores
the influences of local, vertical gradients on the magnitude of turbulent mixing.
In coarse grid simulations using a CPS, Davis et al. (2006a) found that precipitation objects
(defined as spatially coherent precipitation region where a threshold precipitation value was
exceeded) were larger than observed indicating that parameterized convection grew too rapidly
upscale. They also found that convection initiated too early (similar to Clark et al. 2007) and
did not persist into the night, missing a fundamental characteristic of observed convection over
the central United States. Correia and Arritt (2004) found large sensitivity to parameterized
convection propagation speed in a 10 km grid spacing simulation of an MCS using different
PBL schemes.
Our goal is to compare explicit and parameterized grid spacing simulations of a well pre-
dicted MCS in terms of known PBL scheme biases in virtual potential temperature. The near
cloud-resolving simulations will be used to compare and contrast the simulated convection in
the parameterized simulations. We will also examine the initiation and organization of the
near cloud-resolving convection in an effort to assess the strengths and weaknesses of these
simulations.
The paper is organized with the experimental design presented in section 2, a mesoscale
overview in section 3, precipitation verification in section 4, PBL development in section 5,
convective initiation and organization in section 6 and concludes with a summary and future
work in section 7.
4.3 Experiment design
4.3.1 Numerical Model
The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) non-hydrostatic model (Version 2.1.2) is used
with and without a convective parameterization. The simulations without a convective param-
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eterization use 4 km grid spacing, either the MYJ or YSU PBL scheme, the RRTM long wave
and Dudhia short wave radiation packages (4 minutes between calls), the NOAH LSM, a six
class ice microphysics Hong et al. 2004), horizontal Smagorinsky first order closure, second
order diffusion on model surfaces, 35 vertical levels with a model top of 50 mb, and a time step
of 12 seconds. The domain covers a 1250 by 1000 km area centered over Yankton, SD. The
model is integrated for 24 hours with output generated every 15 minutes. These simulations
are named for the PBL scheme which is used.
The simulations with a convective parameterization scheme use 10 km grid spacing with the
same physical parameterizations except for inclusion of either the Kain-Fristch (KF) cumulus
parameterization or the scheme of Anderson et al. (2007) which is a modified KF scheme
(hereafter LF). Both schemes use the same trigger function. The purpose of testing two
schemes lies in their differing cloud model response. Correia et al. (2007) showed that, in
two dimensions, the KF class of schemes can generate a gravity wave response which in turn
enhances subsequent triggering of convection. The goal of testing two cumulus schemes is to
assess the cloud model feedback and get a sense of the variability associated with the choice
of PBL scheme. Furthermore, the lack of propagating convection in models using convective
parameterization (Davis et al. 2003) will be examined. The 10 km domain covers an area
of 1250 by 1000 km centered over Yankton, SD. The simulations are named and described in
table 4.1.
4.3.2 Methods
The two PBL schemes define PBL height differently: the MYJ computes the PBL height as
the nearest model level where turbulent kinetic energy falls below 0.21 m2s−2 while YSU uses
a thermodynamic definition of the PBL height. rather than using differently defined boundary
layers, we choose to perform averaging of virtual potential temperature (θv) over the lowest
1.5 km. Subregions within the model domains were chosen to include the common area where
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convective initiation (CI) occurred. The domain chosen for each model resolution is listed
in table 4.2. Areal coverage of convective precipitation (hereafter referred to as convective
coverage) is defined as the number of grid points in the subregion having reached or exceeded
an hourly precipitation threshold of 0.5 mm hr−1.
The explicit simulations represent cloud structure through microphysical species. In order
to compare the model cloud structure with typical radar observations we use radar reflectivity
to visualize the simulated MCSs. Following Rogers and Yau (1989), we diagnose radar reflec-
tivity (Z) as:
Z = c× log(a(qr + 0.2qs + 2qg)) (4.1)
where c=17.8, a=264083.11, qr is rain water mixing ratio, qs is the snow mixing ratio and qg is
the graupel mixing ratio. For horizontal plotting purposes we use the maximum value in the
column (often referred to as composite reflectivity).
Stage IV hourly precipitation observations (Baldwin and Mitchell 1997) were used to com-
pare to the model precipitation at hourly time scales. The observed precipitation was remapped
from the native 4 km grid to the respective model domain using a grid box precipitation con-
serving technique (Davis et al. 2006a).
4.4 Mesoscale overview
The case study starts at 1200 UTC 9 June and ends at 1200 UTC 10 June 2003. A bow
echo type MCS formed in eastern Nebraska from a collection of tornadic and non-tornadic
supercells which then grew upscale. The storms initiated ahead of a surface cold front and dry
line associated with a weak mid-level short wave trough between 2200-0100 UTC. Most of the
severe weather was associated with the supercells with 34 tornado and 34 hail reports. The
sounding from Valley, NE (KOAX) at 0000 UTC 10 June 2003 indicated only 360 J kg−1 of
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CAPE for a mixed layer parcel, and bulk shear of 12 m s−1 over the lowest 6 km with low level
veering of the wind indicative of warm air advection. Topeka, KS had slightly higher moisture
in the low levels and CAPE of 744 J kg−1. The model initial conditions reflect the location
and depth of a moisture plume with mixing ratio values of 13-15 g kg−1 (not shown).
Over central NE warm sector wave clouds formed just after 1915 UTC oriented in a north-
south band along the low level high moisture plume. This orientation is consistent with the
700 hPa trough axis (not shown). Around 2045 UTC cumulus clouds developed west of the
wave-like clouds and deep CI was underway by 2133 UTC. Visible satellite imagery at 2145
UTC (figure 4.1) indicated cloud cover associated with the cold side of the warm front in
southeast SD. As many as 5 individual supercells and multicell thunderstorms formed into the
dual bow echo event. The merger of the storms into a coherent line occurred just after 0430
UTC with two distinct bow shaped squall lines prior to 0430 UTC.
4.5 Precipitation verification
Analyzing the four model configurations using a CPS, hourly equitable threat scores (ETS)
for convective precipitation (not shown) are maximized for the lowest thresholds (0.254, 0.508,
1.016 mm). This indicates the general region of precipitation is correctly predicted but the
rain rate areas are not (Baldwin et al. 2001, Gallus and Segal 2004, and Gallus 2002). Time
series of ETSs reveal that maximum skill with a bias less than 1.25 occurs for all simulations
from 0200 to 0600 UTC at thresholds of 2 mm (0.08” hr−1) or less (not shown).
An alternative verification approach is to examine the coverage of model precipitation
compared to observations. The convective coverage is defined as the number of grid points
having a precipitation rate greater than 0.5 mm hr−1 within the MCS subdomain. The coverage
provides information about temporal trends in precipitation without requiring a spatial match
to observations. This method allows us to assess CI and the diurnal cycle of convection in
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this short model forecast. The convective coverage (figure 4.2) indicates MNL more closely
resembled observations while MNK, YNK, and YNL exhibited two coverage peaks which were
not present in the observations.
The 10 km simulations do not generate very large hourly accumulated rainfall (table 4.3)
unlike their 4 km counterparts. When large rainfall rates do occur they are correlated to the
number of times the CPS has been activated. This behavior indicates that CAPE cannot be
removed quickly enough to stabilize the column. In these circumstances we found that the CPS
produced strong low level cooling (at least -5 K on the lowest model level) comprising 7.0, 3.2,
8.4, and 4.4% of the total adjustments for the MNK, MNL, YNK, and YNL respectively. An
example of such an adjustment in the KF scheme is shown in figure 4.3.
Only during adjustments that produced strong low level cooling did the model appear
capable of developing a cold pool. The switch from shear parallel to shear perpendicular bands
in these simulations was accompanied by strong adjustments only at previously unactivated
grid points. The strong adjustments were not necessarily accompanied by large CAPE, large
vertical velocity at the LCL, or an elevated source layer. Examination of the parcel paths for
the up and downdraft components revealed that the large adjustments occurred only when the
boundary layer was well mixed (near constant potential temperature and mixing ratio) and
topped by an inversion.
The sounding structures after adjustment by the CPS still contain relatively steep mid-low
level lapse rates. While the boundary layer is cooled and the tropopause modified, the sounding
does not markedly reflect stabilization. In fact subsequent activation occurs frequently, either
at a higher source layer or after a short period of time when the well mixed PBL reforms.
The high shear environment in which convection evolved had important consequences on
the CPSs because of its effect on the advective time scale, which determines the time in which
convective tendencies are applied. Usually the tendencies are applied over a 30-60 minute
time period depending on the shear. In this case, the shear is large enough that tendencies
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are applied for only 8-18 minutes so that only around 25-50 percent of the calculated total
adjustment is performed. Since the CAPE is not consumed by one activation, the scheme will
be subsequently activated provided the trigger function criterion is met.
It is apparent that over-activation is occurring as some grid points activate 40 times during
the 24 hour period. As previously mentioned a portion of the activation problem is unconsumed
CAPE. The large number of grid point activations may also reflect a too small resistance in
the trigger function. The resistance in the trigger function is calculated as a function of the
lifting condensation level (LCL) height (zlcl):
wres = crzlcl, (4.2)
where cr = 10
−5s−1 (Kain 2004). The resistance is subtracted from the vertical velocity at the
LCL and, if positive, activates the scheme.
The resistance never exceeds 0.032 m s−1 while the vertical velocity at the vast majority
of activated grid points greatly exceed this value. The resistance is simply a function of the
LCL and should probably be grid spacing dependent (capable of truly resisting activation in
the presence of typical vertical velocities for a particular grid spacing) and associated with a
physical process such as convective inhibition or pressure depth of the negative area (Grell
1993).
The ETS for the 4 km simulations achieved maximum values of 0.25 between forecast
hours 14 and 16 (not shown). The parameterized and explicit ETSs are similar up to forecast
hour 16, when the parameterized ETSs decrease while the explicit maintains an ETS of 0.15.
Thus the ETSs favor the parameterized simulations prior to 0400 UTC and favor the explicit
simulations after 0400 UTC but do not conclusively identify either the parameterized or explicit
simulations as superior.
The convective coverage of the MYJ (figure 4.4) lagged observations by 1 hour and peaked
about 3 hours later while the YSU lagged observations by 2 hours and peaked 2 hours earlier.
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Overall the MYJ coverage was larger than YSU and was 30-50% lower than observed. The
initial growth of convection in MYJ and YSU are similar to observations in the first few hours
relative to model convective initiation. While the observations undergo a second period of
rapid upscale growth, the MYJ grows slowly and YSU decays slowly toward the end of the
forecast.
The precipitation magnitudes for the explicit simulations resemble observations. The mean
rainfall rate for the MYJ is within 1.25 mm hr−1 of observed values while that for the YSU is
twice as large as observed (Table 4.3). Compared to observations the maximum rainfall rate
for the MYJ is within 4 mm while that for the YSU is under by 9 mm. The 99th percentile
precipitation rates for the models are higher than observed; the YSU is 50% larger while the
MYJ is 20% larger. Given that the YSU has fewer grid points contributing to these statistics,
rainfall per grid point is larger than the MYJ.
We compared model versus observed soundings for KOAX since this is the only sounding in
the warm sector covered in our domain. The similarity between the explicit and parameterized
soundings at KOAX suggests that sounding structures are only slightly dependent on the model
horizontal grid spacing (not shown). The observed sounding for KOAX at 2315 UTC (figure
4.5) was warmer and drier than in both simulations. This discrepancy may be due to such
factors as the moisture initialization,errors in representation of the land surface-atmosphere
interaction, errors in soil moisture initialization or any combination thereof. The lowest model
level mixing ratio valid at the sounding time (figure 4.6) shows a moisture plume across central
NE near KOAX. However, mixing ratio near KOAX was not as low as the 8 g kg−1 indicated
on the sounding. The MYJ simulated the inversion slightly lower but had about 1 g kg−1 more
moisture in the PBL than the YSU simulation.
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4.6 Boundary layer development
4.6.1 Parameterized grid simulations
The precipitation evolution at parameterized grid spacing is more sensitive to the convec-
tive scheme than to the PBL scheme consistent with Jankov et al. (2005). As revealed through
Hovmoeller diagrams (figure 4.7), the precipitation fields are quite similar across all four sim-
ulations. This is expected since the cumulus schemes use the same trigger function. The
differences between the MNK and MNL precipitation are the broken precipitation axis in the
MNL and the larger average areal coverage of the MNK. The latter difference in precipitation
occurs for the YNK and YNL simulations but the precipitation field is not as broken in the
YNL.
The properties of the lower atmosphere in the simulations were evaluated over the first 12
hours using a contour frequency by time diagram (CFTD), similar to the contour frequency
by altitude diagram by Yuter and Houze (1995). We examine the mean PBL virtual potential
temperature and vertical velocity at or above the PBL top (here evaluated as the fifth sigma
level or approximately 1.5 km). These diagrams show the evolution of the variable under
consideration and the range of values present within the region of CI. This region is indicated
by the box in figure 4.6.
The CFTDs of θv difference between MNK and MNL or YNK and YNL were very similar,
revealing a frequency peak at 0.5 K (figure 4.8). The convective scheme differences are revealed
after 2030 UTC when the MNK is increasingly virtually cooler than the YNK. The same
behavior occurs, but to a lesser extent, in MNL and YNL. This finding indicates that the
MNK either produces stronger cold pools, has more activations or both. Both effects are
operative but the larger number of activations produces the faster onset of cooling in the KF
comparison after 2045 UTC (figure 4.8a).
The CFTD of vertical velocity (figure 4.9) were very similar in all four simulations. The
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MNK vertical velocity distribution is slightly broader than YNK with an apparent delay in
increasing positive vertical velocity. This behavior is replicated in the MNL and YNL simula-
tions. Thus the relative delay noted in the YSU compared to the MYJ is more subtle when
either CPS is used.
The differences noted above, i.e., slightly more positive vertical velocities in the KF versus
LF and MYJ versus YSU coupled with a 0.5 K virtual warming of the MYJ vs YSU explain
the early CI in the MNK simulation. What is not explained is the evolution in the MNL being
more realistic compared to observations than the other three simulations.
4.6.2 Explicit simulations
The MYJ simulation depicts organized convection by 2300 UTC within the CI region (do-
main maximum rainfall is 32 mm). Convection in the YSU simulation is just beginning to
initiate at 0000 UTC (domain maximum rainfall 2 mm). Hovmoeller diagrams show that both
model rainfall streaks are in good agreement with observations (figure 4.10). The MYJ simu-
lation produces precipitation an hour later than observed and an hour earlier than the YSU.
Neither forecast shows an increase in propagation speed east of x=200 as seen in observations.
As previously discussed, the precipitation rates are much higher on average in the models than
observed.
The sensible heat flux evolution (not shown) is very similar between the schemes. Areal
average magnitudes exceed 350 W m−2 with the MYJ larger by 15-20 W m−2 through most
of the first 12 hours of the simulations. The latent heat flux evolution (not shown) also is very
similar between the schemes. Areal average magnitudes exceed 280 W m−2 with the MYJ
larger by 10-20 W m−2 through the first 8 hours of the simulations. The excess heat and
moisture fluxes from the MYJ will create warmer and moister boundary layers contrary to the
usual finding of cool and moist boundary layers.
The mean virtual potential temperature (θv) of the MYJ reaches the frequency peak at a
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temperature of 306 K faster than the YSU (figure 4.11). In addition, the MYJ has more grid
points reaching the frequency peak of 306 K and less reaching the earlier 304 K frequency peak
than in the YSU. The delayed warming in the YSU is possibly an effect of the counter-gradient
heat flux at the PBL top. The YSU maintains the peak of 306 K for 30-60 minutes longer
than the MYJ. This is not inconsistent because the water vapor mixing ratio increases rapidly
to the PBL top in the YSU simulation, implying rapid PBL growth from to and then slow
growth after 2030 UTC (not shown). This is in contrast to the MYJ in which the water vapor
mixing ratio slowly increases until 2030 UTC, when it rapidly increases (both cloud production
and PBL growth occur). The increase in the mixing ratio near 1.5 km in the MYJ to values
1 g kg−1 larger than the YSU imply that moistening near the PBL top is crucial to CI and
subsequent organization.
As in the coarse grid analysis, the θv difference CFTD (figure 4.12) has a frequency peak
of 0.5 K but the peak occurs 30 minutes later and lasts 60-90 minutes longer than the pa-
rameterized grid frequency peak. Once CI occurs in the MYJ near 2045 UTC the distribution
broadens toward the negative side due to cooling relative to the YSU because of cooling due
to precipitation.
The vertical velocity evolution is much more complex and is strongly influenced by the
convection that is organizing in the MYJ (figure 4.13). This can be seen near 1815 UTC when
the narrow distribution expands on the positive side. This occurs again around 1915 UTC
when CI occurs and again at 2015 UTC when convection begins to organize.
In the YSU, positive vertical velocity expands around 1930 UTC on the positive side
but further expansion does not occur until the end of the time period depicted. This is
representative of the fact that convection is only initiating, not organizing.
Comparing the ranges of the MYJ and YSU, the MYJ simulation has larger values of ver-
tical velocity prior to CI. It appears the more realistic treatment of sub-grid mixing processes
in MYJ promotes increased vertical velocity and thus vigorous thermals. This is helpful in
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initiating deep convection as the YSU simulation takes longer to initiate and organize convec-
tion. The slightly cooler PBL with reduced vertical velocity in the YSU is consistent with the
delay in CI and subsequent organization.
4.7 Convective initiation and organization
4.7.1 Parameterized simulations
Convection initiation occured between 1900-2000 UTC in all of the parameterized grid
simulations. The model environment was characterized by gradients of water vapor mixing
ratio and perturbation temperature in the presence of low-level convergence (not shown). CI
occurred in the warm sector between the dryline and warm front. The orientation of the
triggering was NW to SE along the warm front (figure 4.14a-d). Subsequent triggering occured
in bands in a NW to SE orientation.
The number of activations is quite large, encompassing 30.5 percent of the grid points in
the CI region. The number of activations per grid point is also quite large, with 4-5 activations
per hour over 3 hours. Multiple activations per grid point in part result from convective
tendencies not completely removing the instability and exacerbated by strong winds limiting
the time that tendencies are applied. The full tendencies, normally calculated and applied over
30-60 minutes, are only applied for 8-20 minutes with each activation. This means that CAPE
is not being consumed in one activation so that the scheme is called multiple times to remove
the CAPE.
The trigger function requires that the average grid point vertical velocity at the LCL
overcomes a resistance that is a function of the LCL height (Correia et al. 2007). In this case
the resistance rarely exceeded 0.03 m s−1 whereas upward vertical velocities often exceeded 0.05
m s−1. This indicates that the resistance function does not strongly inhibit activation. Setting
the resistance to a larger value does not prevent activation but instead delays activation. It is
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possible that a grid-spacing dependent resistance function could help reduce over-activation.
Around 0330 UTC (figure 4.14e-h), the MNL and YNL simulations deviate from the NW
to SE activation bands and begin to reorient from NE to SW, closely resembling the observed
squall line (figure 4.15). Note the close correspondence between the convectively active regions
in MNL and YNL and the observed radar reflectivity. The reorientation occurs to a limited
extent in YNK but the primary orientation is still NW to SE in the MNK and YNK simulations.
The cause of reorientation is unknown. It may be a consequence of the areal arrangement of
new activations and more limited activations in this cooler, less moist environment.
4.7.2 Fine grid simulations
Convective initiation occurs in MYJ between 2100 and 2300 UTC (figure 4.16a-b). CI
can be traced back to a cloud feature that develops in response to a shallow moist absolutely
unstable layer (MAUL, Bryan and Fritsch 2000) when the PBL top becomes saturated (figure
4.17). This process occurs because potential temperature stays nearly constant but the mixing
ratio increases until saturation is reached. The result of the MAUL is organized, banded
vertical velocity which then develops southeastward as shallow but deeper MAULs develop.
Convection remains scattered until 2330 UTC when the updrafts grow vertically and become
associated with precipitation development. By 0045 UTC enough convection is present to focus
and begin the merging of convective outflows resulting in upscale growth by 0400 UTC (figure
4.16c-d). MCS upscale growth is in direct response to the vertically growing MAULs which
sometimes become nearly continuous from the lowest model level to 300 hPa (figure 4.18).
Updraft and downdraft soundings (figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively) from within the
region reveal:
1. CI occurs initially as shallow MAULs develop,
2. MAULs occur within updrafts and are mostly removed by downdrafts, and
3. the shallow CI may be amplified because of the enhanced moisture in the PBL and the
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auto-conversion threshold of vapor to warm rain in the microphysics scheme.
The downdrafts typically surround updrafts, never achieving a mesoscale component present
in the stratiform rain region of observed MCSs. There is little indication of the observed trail-
ing stratiform rain regions in the simulations: little if any indication of a lapse rate transition
near the freezing level, near well mixed conditions in unsaturated downdrafts below the freezing
level, or saturation with respect to ice in the anvil. It appears that although we have obtained
dynamically successful simulations, the resolution is too parameterized to accurately simulate
the stratiform rain region and its dynamic and thermodynamic structure.
Convective initiation in the YSU simulation is very similar albeit delayed relative to the
MYJ simulation. Initially, scattered cells organize southward of the warm front (figure 4.17).
While MAULs are present they do not appear to be the driving force for CI as in the MYJ
simulation. MAULs in this simulation are rapidly removed as the lapse rates become moist
virtual adiabatic. Deep MAULs are not common because of the lapse rate stabilization.
Relative vorticity along the outflow boundary is uniform in the YSU (figure 4.19b) but has
more fine-scale structure in the MYJ simulation (figure 4.20a). The continuous structure in the
YSU may help explain the boundary longevity while the boundary in the MYJ simulation is
broken and comparatively shorter lived. The enhanced vortices in the MYJ simulation produce
surface wind speeds in excess of 40 m s−1. The winds in the YSU simulation are far lower
behind the outflow boundary. The differences between the PBL schemes noted in boundary
layer development also have an impact on the structure and dynamics of the outflow boundary.
The vortices along the gust front in MYJ resemble observed fronts and gust fronts as shown
by Arnott et al. (2006) and Stonitsch and Markowski (2007).
Buoyancy (B) is computed similar to Trier et al. (2006) using 20 km box averages of θv in
and out of the convective system,
B(z) = g(
θ
′
(z)
¯θ(z)
+ 0.61qv(z)) (4.3)
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where z is height and qv is water vapor mixing ratio. Buoyancy profiles (figure 4.21) of the
simulated MCS during the mature to late mature stages show a minimum in the low levels
(typically at the surface during at earlier times and slightly above the surface at later times).
The cold pool depth (where the buoyancy goes to zero) is 0.3 to 1 km deeper in MYJ than in
YSU. The cold pool is typically stronger in the MYJ simulation but the MCS propagates about
1.5 m s−1 slower. Estimates of the theoretical cold pool speed, calculated as the integrated
buoyancy over the cold pool depth, were much faster than obtained by manual tracking of the
gust front. This agrees with Trier et al. (2006) who concluded that it was the entire buoyancy
profile which determined the speed of the MCSs they simulated. Following Rotunno et al.
(1988) and Weisman and Rotunno (2004) we computed the ratio of theoretical cold pool speed
and the environmental line normal vertical shear. Values were greater than one during the
mature stage of the MCS for both simulations indicating that the systems tilt downshear.
A vertical cross section (figure 4.22a) across the MCS in the MYJ simulation depicts a
much wider system than in the YSU simulation. The lack of a stratiform rain region results
in neither simulation having a well defined mesoscale circulation including front to rear and
rear to front flow branches. A deep layer storm relative convergence zone located near x=90
extends upward to near the MCS top. Behind this convergence zone in the low levels a wide
area of sinking motion is present. This area is across the vorticity and surface wind speed
maximum in an area where the cold pool is depressed downward. Note that the cold pool is
nearly uniform and deep.
The YSU MCS (figure 4.22b) is narrower with strong rear to front flow aloft and a deep
ascent in active convection. The cold pool is deep but confined below the maximum in reflec-
tivity aloft and narrower than the MYJ. The cold pool is not as wide as in MYJ while the
convergence zone is deep and nearly vertical in advance of the gust front, promoting vigorous
ascent. This is in contrast to the MYJ whose cold pool is ahead of the deep convergence zone
and slopes rearward with height.
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The cross sections are representative of the mature stage of each MCS. The cold pool
structures and deep convergence zones promote ascent near the gust front but the variability
within the MYJ MCS appears more realistic. The longevity of the YSU MCS is due to
the alignment of the gust front with the deep convergence zone. This coupling maintains
the (boundary driven) ascent favorable for deep convection and the width of the convection
ensures a deep, narrow cold pool. This positive feedback is enough to counter the boundary
layer cooling and weakening of the gust front. This is not the case for the MYJ MCS, in which
the convergence lags behind the gust front and leads to deep convection not directly coupled
to the boundary. Later in the MYJ simulation a new gust front develops farther west as the
deep convection migrates rearward. It is unknown which simulation is more realistic when
compared to observations for this case. Future work should examine the observed vertical gust
front characteristics.
4.8 Summary and future work
This study examined parameterized (10 km grid spacing with a CPS) and explicit (4 km grid
spacing) grid simulations comparing the MYJ and YSU PBL schemes. The tested hypothesis
was that the positive bias of θv in the MYJ PBL would lead to earlier initiation of deep moist
convection.
The results show how the PBL scheme bias affects parameterized and explicit simulations
differently. For the parameterized simulations the CPS masks the PBL vertical velocity bias.
In the explicit simulations, the PBL vertical velocity bias is amplified and projects onto the
convective initiation and organization that results. The primary findings of this study are:
1. The CPS plays a dominant role in boundary layer characteristics as it limits the extent to
which θv and vertical velocity grow unimpeded. Although θv differences between the MYJ and
YSU were similar in the parameterized and explicit grid simulations, it was the vertical velocity
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distribution in the explicit simulations that determined convective initiation and organization.
2. Convective initiation was delayed less than 1 hour in the MYJ simulations and 1-2
hours in the YSU when compared to observations. CI in the simulations which used a CPS
were consistently west of and earlier than the observed CI due to the presence of thermal
and kinematic boundaries. In both parameterized and explicit grid simulations convective
banding occurred when convection initiated. In the 4 km simulations this banding was due
to the development of shallow MAULs. In the 10 km simulations MAULs, localized areas of
over-activation, and spurious convergence contributed to the banded convection.
3. The simulated MCS appeared to mimic upscale growth in both explicit grid simulations.
Merging outflow boundaries led to slabular lifting and a well defined mesoscale circulation
which favored subsequent CI. Southward extent of the MCS in the MYJ simulation was limited
due to the interference of an outflow boundary from the west which intersected the developing
MCS. The low level flow field that fed the MCS was through this cooled region and thus the
MCS began weakening after 18 hours.
The PBL scheme directly affects gust front organization and longevity and thus the longevity
of the convective system. These processes play a key role in MCS evolution, even though the
propagation speed of the MCS is determined by the integrated buoyancy profile. The differ-
ences in the vertical profile of buoyancy between the simulations are not sufficient to determine
the MCS structure.
Future work can further test the MYJ and YSU schemes for differences in CI and organiza-
tion of convection. This will allow forecasters to understand the bias associated with the PBL
schemes. Currently forecasters are more aware of CPS differences since they exert a larger
influence (Kain et al. 2006, Baldwin et al. 2002). Forecaster awareness of explicit grid bias
will change once operational mesoscale models reach the cloud resolving threshold of 4 km grid
spacing.
Both the cloud model and convective trigger function determine subsequent scheme acti-
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vation. Modifying these two components is necessary to correcting the early and too frequent
activation of the CPS. Furthermore the cloud model temperature tendencies need to be re-
designed so that parameterized convection can propagate. These improvements will likely only
be made in regional climate models because short range mesoscale models will likely cease us-
ing convective parameterization in the next few years. The National Center for Environmental
Prediction will likely change the recently implemented 12 km North American Mesoscale model
to a version using 8 km grid spacing. It may not be long after this that the grid spacing be
reduced further to 4 km once sufficient research and forecaster training has been accomplished.
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Figure 4.1 Visible satellite image from 2145 UTC 9 June 2003 centered
over Pierre, SD.
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Figure 4.2 Convective coverage for the OBS (solid line with open circles),
MNK (solid line with open squares), MNL (solid line with open
triangles), YNK (dashed line with open squares), and YNL
(dashed lines with open triangles) simulations. The number
of grid points that have a convective rainfall rate greater than
0.5 mm hr−1 are plotted at each time.
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Figure 4.3 An example convective adjustment profile from the MNK simu-
lation with temperature (K, black solid) and moisture (kg kg−1
black dashed) plotted versus log pressure.
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Figure 4.4 Convective coverage for the 4 km simulations using the OBS
(solid line with open circle), MYJ (solid line marked with x’s)
and YSU (dashed). The number of grid points that have a
convective rainfall rate greater than 0.5 mm hr−1 is plotted at
each time.
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Figure 4.5 Skew-T Log P diagram for KOAX at 2320 UTC 9 June 2003
showing the observed (black), MYJ (red) and YSU (blue) pro-
files of temperature (◦F) and dew point temperature (◦F.
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Figure 4.6 Horizontal section at the lowest model level depicting wind vec-
tors (m s−1, red, every 8th displayed), mixing ratio (g kg−1
shaded according to color bar), and precipitation (contoured
from 0.5 to 50.5 by 5 mm) for the MYJ simulation at 4 km
grid spacing. The black star marks the location of the KOAX
sounding.
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C. D.
Figure 4.7 Hovmoller diagram of precipitation rate (mm hr−1 shaded ac-
cording to the color bar) at 10 km grid spacing over the subdo-
main for a) MNK, b) YNK, c) MNL and d) YNL.
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Figure 4.8 Contour frequency (%) by time diagram of the mean virtual
potential temperature difference (K) a) between the MNK and
YNK and b) MNL and YNL simulations binned every 0.5 K
and every 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.9 CFTD of vertical velocity at the fifth model level binned every
0.1 m s−1for a) MNK, b) YNK, c) MNL and d) YNL.
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C. D.
Figure 4.10 Hovmoeller diagrams for a. MYJ, b. YSU, c. OBS, and d.
OBS on the 4 km grid, where the precipitation rate is shaded
(mm hr−1) according to the color bar.
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Figure 4.11 CFTD of the mean virtual potential temperature (K) averaged
over the lowest 5 vertical levels binned every 2 K and every 30
minutes for a. MYJ and b. YSU.
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Figure 4.12 CFTD of the mean virtual potential temperature difference
(K) between the MYJ and YSU simulation binned every 0.5
K.
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A. B.
Figure 4.13 CFTD of vertical velocity (m s−1) at the fifth model level
binned every 0.1 m s−1for a. MYJ and b. YSU
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C. D.
Figure 4.14 Convergence (s−1) at the fifth model level (shaded according
to color bar) and the number of activations over the previous
45 minutes (contoured at 1, 4, and 8) for a. MNK b. YNK c.
MNL d. YNL at 2045 UTC and e. MNK, f. YNK, g. MNL
and h. YNL at time 0330 UTC.
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G. H.
Figure 4.14 Convergence (s−1) at the fifth model level (shaded according
to color bar) and the number of activations over the previous
45 minutes (contoured at 1, 4, and 8) for a. MNK b. YNK c.
MNL d. YNL at 2045 UTC and e. MNK, f. YNK, g. MNL
and h. YNL at time 0330 UTC.
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Figure 4.15 Observed 2 km composite reflectivity (dBz, shaded acording to
the color bar) from 0330 UTC 10 June 2003. Image courtesy
of WSI corporation.
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Figure 4.16 Maximum radar reflectivity factor (dBz, shaded according to
the color bar) and vertical velocity (contoured from 0.5 to 3
m s−1) at the fifth model level for the MYJ simulations at time
a) 2300 UTC, c) 0400 UTC and for the YSU simulations at
time b) 2300 UTC, d) 0400 UTC.
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Figure 4.17 Skew-T log P diagram from the MYJ simulation in the con-
vection initiation region depicting a shallow low level moist
absolutely unstable layer characteristic of CI.
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Figure 4.18 Same as Figure 4.16 except depicting a deep MAUL within an
updraft.
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Figure 4.19 Same as figure 4.17 except in a downdraft.
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A. B.
Figure 4.20 Lowest model wind speed (shaded every 5 m s−1according to
the color bar for reflectivity values greater than 40 dBz), rel-
ative vorticity (contoured every 10× 10−4 s−1), convergence
(s−1 contoured every 10 from 10× 10−4) for a. MYJ and b.
YSU. The cross section line used in figure 4.19 is also shown.
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Figure 4.21 Buoyancy profiles (ms−2 from the a) MYJ from times 0130
(solid), 0245 (long dash), 0400 (short dash) and 0515 (dash
dot) UTC and b) YSU simulations from times 0245 (solid),
0400 (long dash), 0515 (short dash) and 0630 (dash dot) UTC.
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A. B.
Figure 4.22 Vertical cross section depicting radar reflectivity (dBz, shaded
according to the color bar), storm relative wind vectors of u
and w in the plane of the cross section with vertical veloc-
ity scaled by a factor of 2, vertical velocity (contoured every
.25 m s−1from -2 to -0.25 m s−1), and the 0 K perturbation
potential temperature (solid contour).
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Table 4.1 The naming conventions and descriptions of the modeling com-
ponents used in the simulations. The 10 km grid spacing simu-
lations use the first letter of each physics scheme.
Simulation Description
MYJ 4 km grid spacing using the MYJ PBL scheme.
YSU 4 km grid spacing using the YSU PBL scheme.
MNK 10 km grid spacing using MYJ, NOAH LSM, and KF CPS.
YNK 10 km grid spacing using YSU, NOAH LSM, and KF CPS.
MNL 10 km grid spacing using MYJ, NOAH LSM, and LF CPS.
YNL 10 km grid spacing using YSU, NOAH LSM, and LF CPS.
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Table 4.2 The model domains and subdomains used for the analysis ex-
pressed in grid points.
Experiment X domain Y domain
MYJ,YSU 1:299 1:224
MNK,MNL,YNK,YNL 1:124 1:99
MYJ,YSU 100:200 70:140
MNK,MNL,YNK,YNL 25:70 20:60
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Table 4.3 The maximum rainfall rate, mean rainfall rate, and the 99th
percentile rainfall rate for each simulation all expressed in mm
hr−1.
Experiment Max rainfall rate Mean rainfall rate 99th percentile
OBS10 62.1 2.72 17
MNK 9.83 2.53 7
MNL 9.45 2.27 7
YNK 10.28 2.44 7
YNL 10.25 2.51 7
MYJ 85.77 3.95 17
YSU 72.93 5.07 21
OBS4 81.98 2.70 14
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CHAPTER 5. General Conclusion
5.1 Summary
The goal of this dissertation was to explore observations of MCSs and investigate why the
models that use a CPS have difficulty simulating MCSs. BAMEX observations revealed the
presence of onion soundings throughout the MCSs. However, the mid-level vertical temperature
gradient, humidity distribution, rear inflow jet, and surface layer vertical temperature gradient
were variable. The variability in thermodynamic structures documented here has not been
shown or documented in MCS simulations reported in the literature. Gallus and Johnson (1995)
has shown that a mesoscale model can reproduce onion soundings given proper heat, moisture
and microphysical tendencies. Zhang et al. (1989) have shown that coarse models can also
replicate observed MCS features such as onion soundings, rear inflow jets and corresponding
surface pressure features.
Idealized experiments comparing the KF and modified KF scheme (LF) revealed that these
schemes are capable of producing propagating convection, though the 2D model framework
was more supportive. Sensitivity simulations revealed that the most important factors af-
fecting MCS propagation were the depth of the low level cooling and vertical location of the
heating maximum. Sensitivity simulations also revealed that the microphysical feedback was
of secondary importance to propagation speed. The LF has a lower heating maximum than
the KF but the same cooling depth. Gravity wave circulations generated by the convective
heating profile were a major contributor to scheme activation via the grid scale vertical ve-
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locity and thus the convective trigger function. The LF was less sensitive to the convective
time step than the KF, yet significant model improvements are necessary to simulate actual
physical processes associated with MCSs using CPSs. Among the improvements are a need to
reproduce a cooling profile which is relatively deep and that lags the heating profile such that
the heating and cooling slopes rearward producing a dipole structure (PD96).
A modeling case study of a bow-echo MCS was performed with and without a CPS. A
relatively successful simulation of the MCS was obtained with the LF CPS when the parame-
terized convection re-oriented itself in a manner consistent with the observed squall line. The
KF scheme failed to reorient instead continuing to activate grid points perpendicular to the
observed squall line, despite propagating in the same direction as the squall line. The down-
draft cooling in the two schemes was sufficiently strong to create cold pools but these were
not deep enough to promote organized convection much as in the idealized experiments. The
strong downdraft cooling contributed to the success of the LF scheme when multiple grid points
along the leading edge of convection were active.
The 4 km simulations were sensitive to the choice of PBL scheme in that boundary devel-
opment was crucial to convective initiation. It was found that the MYJ scheme produces PBLs
that are too moist but as warm as PBLs produced by the YSU scheme. Thus the increased
PBL virtual potential temperature and stronger vertical velocity helped the MYJ initiate con-
vection nearly 2 hours prior to the YSU. Vertical velocity distributions were much wider in the
MYJ than the YSU due to more thorough mixing in the YSU scheme. The MYJ scheme is
more robust because it responds to local, vertical gradients of temperature, moisture and wind
allowing for a more realistic development of the PBL. The PBL scheme design was critical to
convective organization and gust front longevity. The YSU mixes the PBL quantities without
regard for local gradients of wind, temperature, and moisture thus reducing vertical velocity
relative to the MYJ. The MYJ design allows larger and more localized vertical velocities com-
pared to the YSU. The gust front, once established, was not able to dissipate in YSU. The
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MYJ gust front, due to the more realistic mixing, broke down as vortices formed along the
boundary. The vortices along the gust front in MYJ resemble observed fronts and gust fronts
as shown by Arnott et al. (2006) and Stonitsch and Markowski (2007).
The 10 km PBL development was similar thermodynamically, but the vertical velocity
distributions were narrower when a CPS was used. Thus the CPS is important to coarse grid
models and prevents the PBL scheme from impacting the simulation throughout the diurnal
cycle once the CPS activates. The vertical velocity distributions from YSU were narrower
relative to the MYJ but not significantly. Thus the CPS masks the vertical velocity bias
between the MYJ and YSU simulations at coarse grid spacing.
5.2 Discussion
There are a few possibilities to improve the CPS downdraft model in the KF and LF
schemes using observations from BAMEX. Downdrafts within MCSs typically begin near the
melting level and usually reach the surface (Knupp 1988). We can infer this from the finding
that the surface wet bulb potential temperature is typically within 4 K of the anvil wet bulb
potential temperature. This relationship can be exploited in a CPS by using the wet bulb
potential temperature at the melting level as a starting point for the parameterized downdraft.
The parcel path can then be constructed bringing the melting level θw down to the surface
moist adiabatically to derive the surface temperature adjustment. Further modification to the
downdraft model could include downdraft detrainment allowing the effects of the downdraft
to be felt in the entire subcloud layer, not just at the surface as it is currently implemented.
Observations indicated that downdraft humidity decreased 15% km−1 which is close to the
20% km−1 Kain (2004) used in his revised downdraft model. This could be implemented to
modify the mid-level moisture profile after the subcloud layer cooling has been performed.
Observations also indicated that relatively steep lapse rates formed due to the downdrafts
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originating near the melting level. This finding can be used to modify the mid-level temperature
profile, thus completing the temperature adjustment.
Enhancing the cold pools produced by the KF and LF CPSs both vertically and in mag-
nitude may help in producing propagating convection. Additionally, restricting the initiation
of convection via the convective trigger function will serve to limit over-activation and prevent
spurious organization. Spurious organization was found in the 3D simulations as the parame-
terized convection was oriented in bands parallel to the shear vector. Only the LF simulation
reoriented the convection to resemble the observed squall line. Ridout et al. (2005) modified
the KF scheme convective trigger function logic to carefully choose the most likely parcel for
convective initiation as opposed to the first parcel that was unstable. These changes produced
better forecasts when coupled with a modification to how quickly the convective temperature
and moisture tendencies were applied.
The 4 km grid spacing simulations revealed quite a large difference, between PBL schemes,
in gust front longevity, organization, and timing of convective initiation. We related the PBL
scheme formulation to recognizable structures of the corresponding MCS. The development of
next generation sophisticated PBL schemes has recently been given high priority as current
operational models quickly approach cloud resolving scale. The design of increasingly complex
PBL schemes could significantly affect simulated MCS structure and dynamics. However, much
work remains to be done to determine which physical parameterizations will yield the largest
improvement with the least computational cost: the land surface model or PBL scheme.
5.3 Future work
Indicated future work includes:
1. Improve and test KF and LF schemes’ modifications to the downdraft model and convective
trigger function,
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2. Fine resolution modeling of MCSs to help understand low level lapse rate variability and
ascertain if the vertical wet bulb potential temperature profiles are depicting specific parcel
source regions or simply a product of mixing,
3. Test the PBL and CPS schemes in different convective environments to see if the conclusions
apply to other MCS cases,
4. Use surface data to compare to models and dropsonde observations of MCS cold pools, gust
fronts, and the associated PBL characteristics.
By improving the downdraft model the cold pool depth should be in better agreement
with observations (Bryan et al. 2005). This has the potential to improve the representation
of propagating convection. Improving the convective trigger function should enable focused
activation and subsequent organization of parameterized convection. The results from the
3D simulations suggested that incorporating logic pertaining to the temporal evolution of
the convective heating profile would be more fruitful than parameter tuning. This is indeed a
daunting task with a column model, however there are ways to achieve this goal. If the heating
profile could be altered vertically based on the source layer, then choosing the source layer to
convect would be of the utmost importance. Currently the source layer is chosen by finding
the first unstable layer which satisfies the depth criteria. Modifications to the closure may also
be required since CAPE is not the only relevant variable which determines the adjustment.
Perhaps buoyancy-shear relationships can be developed that determine the vertical scale and
amplitude of the heating profile.
Diagnosing the physical process that lead to thermodynamic variability in MCSs may
be acheived by comparing the BAMEX observations to fine resolution models. Since the
thermodynamic variability is a consequence of the dynamics of MCSs, we can assess the realism
of physical processes in the model. Relevant questions include:
1. What is the role of the environment on the MCS thermodynamic variability? We
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know that the dynamics of MCSs are partly determined by the buoyancy and shear of the
environment, so how do the internal circulations respond to yield enhanced thermodynamic
variability?
2. What physical processes do the PBL schemes modify within the MCS circulations that
result in dramatically different structures and dynamics?
3. What can fine grid spacing models reveal about observed cold pool properties? How can
we exploit available surface observational datasets to aid in forecasting and model development
(data assimilation for example)?
4. What benefits do improved representation of turbulent boundary layer processes offer?
Are the potential benefits grid spacing dependent? What computational cost is reasonable for
moving toward 3rd or 4th order closure and are the benefits worth that cost?
This dissertation has laid a foundation for the improvement of MCS forecasts using CPSs
and fine grid simulations. The immediate practical benefit to the community is the knowledge
that CPSs can predict propagating nocturnal convection. Though we have a long road ahead
before using cloud resolving models for all of our predictive needs, much work remains to be
done to improve CPS prediction of and fine grid prediction of MCSs.
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